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In Luce Tua By DON A. AFFELDT 
Comment on Current Issues by the Editor 
A Dep•rture from Justice 
President Nixon will shortly be getting his adminis-
trative ship in shape for the 1972 Presidential elections. 
Word is filtering down that Spiro Agnew may be cast 
off to sink into the obscurity he so richly deserves. One 
greets this news with no regret, never having grasped 
what moved Mr. Nixon to select him for the crew in the 
first place. If, as some say, the choice of Agnew as his 
running-mate was planned to make Nixon look good by 
comparison, we can fairly hold our breath during the 
debate over Agnew's replacement on the ticket. 
Even more likely to leave the official Administration 
is John Mitchell. Mitchell, having managed the selling 
of the President in 1968, may very well be asked to de-
part his post as chief of the Justice Department to do 
a repeat performance in 1972. From the looks of it, sel-
ling Nixon in 1972 may be no easy matter, so Mitchell 
may be expected to leave the Justice department shortly 
to begin burnishing his wares. 
Mitchell's departure from Justice, whenever it comes, 
will come none too soon - even though wags say that 
Mitchell actually departed from justice long ago. The 
strange thing is that Nixon's opponents and backers 
alike have grounds for agreement that Mitchell Must 
Go. Mitchell has hurt the President among his friends 
by repeatedly bungling what he set out to do, and he 
has hurt the President among his foes by attempting 
such stupid ploys in the first place. This being so, Nixon 
stands to make considerable gain by Mitchell's transfer 
from the administration to the campaign office. 
One recalls that is was Mitchell, more than anyone 
else, who was responsible for Nixon's nomination of 
Clement F. Haynsworth and G. Harrold Carswell to the 
Supreme Court. It was Mitchell who undertook and 
botched the investigation of the candidates' back-
grounds. And it was Mitchell who sailed the Potomac 
with Nixon in the Presidential yacht Sequoia the night 
of Carswell's defeat, and who stood alongside the Presi-
dent the next morning as Nixon delivered a demeaning 
and bitter tirade against the Senate - an ugly reminder 
of Nixon's unmanly attack on the press after his 1962 
defeat in the California gubernatorial race. 
The Attorney General also headed the drive to gut 
the 1965 Voting Rights Act when it came up for renewal 
in Congress. This attempt to tum back the clock on the 
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civil rights movement was especially distasteful in view 
of the nation's fresh memory of all the bloodshed and 
struggle required to secure even such modest gains in 
integration and the black franchise. 
And it has been Mitchell who has spoken out most 
sharply and repeatedly against some of the more sig-
nificant gains in procedural safeguards on individual 
liberties established by the Warren Court. In this par-
ticular cause he has been notably assisted - as he was 
in the Haynsworth and Carswell battles - by the Nixon 
appointee Warren Burger, the Chief Justice of the 
United States Supreme Court. 
This past summer the John and Warren duo did a 
stint at the Am~rican Bar Association's convention in 
London, where they delivered a carefully synchronized 
double-barreled blast at the Warren Court. With Burger 
sitting approvingly beside the podium, Mitchell said: 
"We face in the United States a situation where the dis-
covery of guilt or innocence is in danger of drowning 
in a sea of legalisms." He called for a reappraisal of 
"the hydra of excess proceduralisms, archaic formal-
isms, pretrail motions, appears, postponements, con-
tinuances, collateral attacks, which cim have the effect 
of dragging justice to death and stealing the very life 
out of the law." 
After a strong . seconding speech by Lord Widgery, 
England's Lord Chief Justice - who characterized as 
"startling" the 1966 Miranda decision, which held that 
suspects may not be legally interrogated unless they 
have first been told that they have a right to silence and 
. to counsel - Burger spoke on the need for improved 
courtroom manners. Burger apparently failed to re-
mind his audience that the trials which have given 
publicity to the courtroom manners of lawyers and de-
fendants are the political trials which have staged a big 
comeback i~ the Nixon years. 
Neither Mitchell nor Burger commented in London 
on their most recent effort at team playing - the suits 
against the New York Times and the Washington Post 
to prevent further publication of the Pentagon papers. 
It is perhaps understandable that they omitted reference 
to this last-in-a-series of Nixon humiliations, since (as 
one might expect) Mitchell set it up and Burger, his 
lieutenant, brought it off by failing to sway enough 
of his Court to the government's side. Indeed, Burger 
was able to enlist only one other Justice (apart from his 
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The Pentagon Papers and ... 
fellow Nixonian Mr. Justice Blackmun) to his side 
and that Justice, Harlan, was the only one of the three 
to develop a plausible argument for the dissent. Burger 
and Blackmun, on the contrary, devoted their opinions 
to grousing at the speed with which the case had come 
to trial and to heaping gratuitous abuse on the Times 
for putting the Court in the position of having to de-
cide the case in the first place. 
Burger and Blackmun's opinions in these cases de-
serve some scrutiny, for they shed considerable light 
on the meaning of Mitchell's and Burger's attacks on 
the Warren Court, and reveal the extent to which the 
Nixon ian philosophy of law, as practiced by his deputy 
and two appointees, is at variance both with Nixon's 
professed view and also with the legal tradition of this 
nation. 
A first point to note in their opinions is that both 
Burger and Blackmun would have sustained the stays 
and restraining orders against further publication of 
the Pentagon papers pending a "complete court record" 
to be established in the lower courts. What they are ar-
guing for, in other words, is the full invocation of all of 
the procedural red tape and delays which might be 
available at the District and Circuit Court of Appeals 
stages of the legal process. This position hardly tallies 
with their desire, as voiced by Mitchell in London and 
elsewhere, to drain the "sea of legalisms" in which, pre-
sumably, they see justice floundering. 
The inconsistency in these positions is no doubt due 
to an important difference between the Times and 
Post cases and those to which Mitchell had reference: 
In this case, the government stood to benefit by the 
delays, while in the other cases, it is only the accused 
privat~ individual who might be aided by lengthy pre-
liminary litigation. So the principle of speedy justice 
hardly ranks as an end in itself for the Nixon adminis-
tration. 
If doubt remains on the point, Mitchell dissolved it 
in London when he announced Administrative opposi-
tion to a proposal now pending in Congress to speed 
Federal criminal trials by requiring that charges usually 
must be tried within 60 days or be dismissed. Mitchell 
claimed that to impose an arbitrary deadline for trials 
would only strengthen defense lawyers' hands in bar-
gaining for guilty pleas and could result in the freeing 
of guilty persons. Apparently Mr. Mitchell is overlook-
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ing the fact that the American judicial system is de-
dicated to the principle of fair and speedy trials -
rather than to grabbing the guilty, however that might 
be done. 
The second point to note in Burger and Blackmun's 
opinions is that while the extensive preliminary li~i­
gation they called for was taking place, the operative 
presumption they favored was that the government 
was right in suppressing publication of the Pentagon 
papers and the Times and Post were wrong in publish-
ing them. This presumption, revealed by their incli-
nation to uphold the stays and restraining orders pend-
ing a full investigation of the case, is directly at odds 
with themoststraightforwardreadingof the First Amend-
ment to the Constitution and the extensive history of 
judicial interpretation of that Amendment. The six 
Justices who concurred in the majority made that point 
unmistakably plain. 
As might be expected, Justice Black spoke most un-
equivocally on the absolute bar to governmental .inter-
ference with the press established by the First Amend-
ment. Black said: 
The Bill of Rights changed the original Constitution 
into a new charter under which no branch of govern-
ment could abridge the people's freedom of press, 
speech, religion and assembly. Yet ·the Solicitor Gen-
eral argues and some members of the Court appear 
to agree that the general powers of the Government 
adopted in the original Constitution should be inter-
preted to limit and restrict the specific and emphatic 
guarantees of the Bill of Rights adopted later. I can 
imagine no greater perversion of history. Madison 
and the other framers of the First Amendment, able 
men that they were, wrote in language they earn-
estly believed could never be misunderstood: 'Con-
gress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom 
of the press'. 
And if this position on the merits of the case was not 
clear enough to be understood by Mitchell, Burger, 
and Blackmun, Mr. Justice Brennan spelled out the 
verdict not only for the case at hand but also for future 
such cases in words that bite with their simplicity: 
I write separately in these cases only to emphasize 
what should be apparent: that our judgment in the 
present cases may not be taken to indicate the pro-
priety, in the future, of issuing temporary stays and 
restraining orders to block the publication of mate-
rial sought to be suppressed by the Government ... 
Certainly it is difficult to fault the several courts below 
for seeking to assure that the issues here involved 
were preserved for ultimate review by this Court. 
But even if it be assumed that some of the interim re-
straints were proper in the two cases before us, that 
assumption has no bearing upon the propriety of 
similar judicial action in the future ... The error 
which has pervaded these cases from the outset was 
the granting of any injunctive relief whatsoever, m-
terim or otherwise. 
The Cresse~ 
. . . the '"Strict Consructionists" 
Yet so far were Burger and Blackmun from perceiv-
ing the meaning of the plain words of the First Amend-
ment that they were not even persuaded that imple· 
menting its apparent meaning was preferable to pre-
suming that it does not mean what it so obviously says. 
All of which leads one to the final point about the 
Burger/Blackmun stance in the Times/Post cases. 
Under the banner of "strict constructionism" Nixon 
has seated on the Court two Justices who care not a whit 
for strict construction of the Constitution, caring instead 
about a strict construction of their roles as Nixon ap-
pointees to the Court. 
That these Justices and their coach, Mr. Mitchell, 
are shown to be no strict construers of the Constitution 
is not a matter worth much attention - except insofar 
as Nixon has chosen that label to characterize his ap-
pointees, and thereby has indulged a penchant for mis-
leading rhetoric when plain talk was available to him. 
Justices of any persuasion can successfully claim to be 
"strict constructionists," in spite of the inconsistencies 
in their "strict" interpretations of the Constitution. 
Thus the label itself describes any Justice, and so de-
scribes none of them accurately. 
It it, however, worth observing that the Nixon ap-
pointees have shown uncommon diligence in further-
ing the judicial philosophy of the President who placed 
them on the bench. This has not always been so; Chief 
Justice Warren is the most recent example of a Justice 
who came to have his own mind when put on the bench . 
While something - though precious little - can be 
said of the duty of a Supreme Court Justice to imple-
ment the wishes of the President who named him to the 
High Court, one would hope that some measure of 
independence of judgment is achieved by all appoint-
ees. So far, Burger and Blackmun have shown very 
little independence, and Burger's all-too-frequent con-
sorting with Mitchell has done even less to minimize 
the impression that at least two chairs of the Supreme : 
Court are in the direct command of the Oval Office. 
In all, Mitchell has done little to enhance the reputa-
tion of the Justice Department since he became Attorney 
General, and much to diminish it. In the bargain, he 
has been the President's chief support in controversial 
positions which have since appeared most foolish. Nixon 
could gladly suffer the departure from his Cabinet 
of such an administrator and counselor. For Nixon's 
sake - and more importantly for the nation's sake -
one looks forward to Mitchell's departure from the 
Administration. 
On Second Thought By ROBERT J. HOYER 
The unity of the faith. Like patriotism, it's an axiom. 
Of course we strive for it. But it escapes us, because 
we do not know what it is. Like patrioft'sm, it is too easily 
reduced to an absurdity in its popular definitions. We 
have reduced it to achieve the absurd paradox, like 
musical comedy, of grown men and women bashing 
heads and tearing hair in the name of the unity of the 
faith. 
The problem lies in the relationship between faith 
and doctr~ne. Faith is always non-verbal, the deep well 
of trust and hope and joy that moves our actions. Doc-
trine is the plausibility structure of the faith, our verbal 
explanation of why we feel as we do. They shape one 
another, of course. A faith in Jesus Christ could not 
use the explanation of the gods of ancient Greece. The 
doctrine must fit the faith to make it plausible. On the 
other hand, the words we use to make our faith plausible 
form the pictures to which our non-verbal faith responds. 
Christian doctrine does not teach a God like the gods 
of ancient Greece. 
The unity of the faith is not, and never has been, a 
unity of plausibility structure. We cannot be one in 
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doctrine. That's where the reduction to absurdity be-
gins. The only doctrinal unity we can have - and strive 
for - is such that all our plausible explanations shape 
together the unity of the Spirit of which the Bible speaks. 
In Jesus Christ, the only doctrinal unity possible is 
that our divergent explanations all unite us in grace: 
that we do not fear one another, or hurt one another, 
or judge one another, or separate one from another. 
Most of us do not even need the plausibility structure, 
and we are still one in faith. Music too is non-verbal, 
and although the professionals explain it at great length, 
we sit in the concert hall and absorb the music directly. 
So while our professionals explain the faith at great 
length, we live among one another in the love of Jesus 
Christ. 
The plausibility structures are important. They shape 
an~ transmit the faith . But it is manifestly ridiculous 
to deny or abandon the unity of the faith in striving for 
unity in plausibility structures. The music itself is far 
more important than the textbook rules of harmonic 
sequence. 
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Neglected Areas of News Coverage 
By CARL F. CALOW 
Assistant Professor of English 
Valparaiso University 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
"Neglected areas of news coverage" is a misnomer. 
If an event has been neglected, or not covered, and 
hence not transmitted in some form, it is not yet news. 
Despite the arguments about what constitutes news, 
there is agreement that it is not news until it's printed · 
or broadcast or telecast or shouted by the town crier. 
For there to be news, there must be an event, a report 
of an event and an audience to receive the report. A 
murder in a remote area where the body is undiscovered 
for two years is simply an event. When it is discovered, 
a report written and transmitted to an audience, then 
the event becomes news. 
The topic of this article more clearly stated is "in-
formation areas generally agreed to be deserving of 
news coverage but which are neglected for one reason 
or another." For the purposes of this article, however, 
the term "news" is used to refer to these information 
areas. 
Any analysis of this kind of neglect must be broadly 
based and in general terms to avoid merely cataloguing 
local complaints specific to ·a given situation. 
The question of neglected news areas also centers on 
news selection, emphasis, and whether or not what is 
printed serves the purposes of a particular individual 
or group.1 What one man thinks is objective and a gem 
of reporting often brings another man's anguished 
screams of bias and slant. 
Too often, critics of the press are just as wrong about 
what papers do print as about what they ought to print. 
The critics are masters of sweeping statements - "full 
of . .. ,""never prints .. . ,""only the bad . .. ,"etc. In a 
survey of ten leading non-New York or Washington, 
D.C. dailies to measure the amount of violence in the 
papers (violence included war reports), out of 83 major 
stories only 13 dealt with violence, including the war.2 
Yet the charge of crime/conflict over-emphasis con-
tinues unabated. 
More serious are the charges emanating from within 
the jourmilistic profession. Columbia Journalism Re-
view felt compelled in 1969 to publish a list of le!lst 
(or worst) covered areas of news. It had Congress at the 
top of the list, followed by the Defense Department, 
police, the courts, state legislatures, local governments, 
medicare, edueation, industry, and, the big shocker, 
the mass media themselves. 
John Hohenberg, an impeccably-credentialed jour-
nalist, poin_ts to what he calls "rationed righteousness" 
in too large a segment of the press. Too many papers 
pay too little attention to minority causes and unpop-
ular opinions.4 He asks whether the current treild to-
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ward a public service and enterprise material, features, 
pictures, analysis, and interpretation has gone so far 
that the news itself is being under-emphasized.5 
Dan Lacey writes: 
Among the almost inevitable consequences of the present tech· 
nology and economic organization ... .is an overwhelming pre-
occupation with entertainment, and a high degree of uniformity, 
banality, and superficiality . ... Newspapers have concentrated 
on circulation-building features little related to solid news. 
In most newspapers comic strips, contests, recipes, advice to 
the lovelorn, and other frequently trivial, or sensational local 
news, fills half or more of the 40 percent or so of newsprint left 
over from advertising. In only a few cities of the United States 
is it possible to get any comprehensive coverage of foreign 
news, and many of the largest cities would be missing from 
this list. Only a tiny handful of papers pretend to adequate 
news coverage of science or education or religion except on a 
superficial local basis. Only two cities have separate book re-
view sections. 6 
Verne Edwards puts it another way: 
Trivia, as represented by broadcasting's stress on entertain-
ment, probably chokes the press more threateningly than does 
any stress on sensationalism. Handouts from publicity agents , 
the booster attitude inspired by Chamber of Commerce col-
leagues, and a desire to avoid offending important groups have 
inspired a dangerous blandness in both news coverage and com-
mentary by most mass media at the local level. 7 
William Rivers and Wilbur Schramm point out that 
the responsibility of the mass media is to bring us not 
merely a true and balanced report of political contro-
versy, but a true and balanced report of all noteworthy 
aspects of our environment. Do we learn enough through 
the media to understand foreign relations? Can we de-
rive a balanced judgment of the implications and re-
quirements of science and technology in the nuclear 
age? Are we getting an adequate picture of the national 
government, the educational system, and labor-man-
agement relations? 
The most worrison aspect of the "true and balanced" 
picture is the sin of omission. True, some minorities are 
served. The sports pages serve a minority interest; the 
women's pages serve another. But how about equally 
stro~g "~inority" interests in foreign relations, science, 
education, religion, and the like?8 
A closer look at Columbia Journalism Review)- "least-
worst" list is enlightening. On the surface, coverage of 
Congress would appear to be adequate. Yet, one public 
official after another, after leaving office to return to 
private life, has commented on the gap between what 
goes on in Washington and what makes it into the news. 
Hohenberg says, "Reporters on Capitol Hill report 
what they are told, or can find out to whatever extent 
possible, while protecting their sources and maintain-
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ing relationships with the powerful men who control 
the news; in that sense, they are Establishment spokes-
men. To report what really goes on in Congress would 
be totally unacceptable to the people.''9 Why? 
Enough has leaked out about the Defense Department 
to probably require no elaboration. And yet, deficien-
cies continue. Stories do appear on how it has the loosest 
and strangest accounting procedures of all government, 
no little achievement in itself, yet there are no contin-
uing efforts by the press to focus public attention to bring 
about change. 
Police coverage is by and large after-the-fact and 
dash-or-conflict oriented. A total picture, in depth, 
though admittedly educative in nature, would be a 
real contribution. 
A long-needed light is beginning to shine on the 
courts, chiefly through the failings brought to public 
view with the recent Supreme Court appointment at-
tempts, trial backlogs, and the State of Illinois Supreme 
Court scandal where justices were found involved in 
conflicts of interest and press-public pressure forced 
their resignations. 
There is no halo dropped on the head of a man when 
he assumes a judgeship. More often than not, if appoint-
ive, the job comes via political party channels not too 
far removed from out-and-out patronage, and if elec-
tive, it is again the product of prevailing party interest 
in that jurisdiction and how well the party election 
machine was functioning. Many justices do rise to the 
occasion and turn in praiseworthy performances, but 
it cannot be assumed an automatic process. _The courts 
are a function of government conducted by human 
beings. As such, the press must avoid granting them 
untouchable status, and indeed must lift the robes of 
the justices now and then to see what is going on be-
hind them. 
The Right to Know, 
Need to Know, Want to Know 
State legislatures deserve as much attention as the 
federal system, if not moreso. Of course the press here 
feels the weight of local pressure, be it political party 
or special interest, very heavily. Meeting the local need 
for thorough coverage is often very demanding, and 
the depth of the need is in direct proportion to the leg-
islature's actions which have immediate local effects. 
The most unjustified secrecy in government still 
exists at the local level: meetings which should be public 
are closed to the public, or preceded by "executive ses-
sions" elsewhere earlier in the day where the business 
was decided in private. Often there is the flat refusal, 
often illegal, of local bureaucrats to release information 
the public is entitled to know. 
It is much easier to write the news of Congress, some 
thousands of miles away, or the state legislature, several 
hundred miles away, than it is to zero in on local issues. 
For the rank and file daily and weekly, this is probably 
the biggest challenge and, unfortunately, may be the 
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biggest failing. 
Loopholes in, and abuses of, medicare are said to 
be costing the tax payers millions of dollars annually, 
yet no one will be quoted. More obviously, no one has 
pursued the topic vigorously. The only "justification" 
given is that the scandal is so great that breaking the 
story would shake the faith of the public too greatly 
in the medicare program itself. But what about the 
faith of the people involved, directly or otherwise, who 
know the abuses are going on and who know that noth-
ing is being done to remedy them? 
Education has been treated much like police, after-
the-fact and, when demonstrations over campus issues 
were frequent, only when there were dramatic prob-
lems. Perceptive coverage beyond the local situation 
is simply not to be found. For years, until the Columbia 
University uprising, the campuses in New York City 
were covered, to use the word loosely, by stringers in 
the university news bureaus. Total enrollments of the 
major colleges and universities in the city exceeded 
150,000 - yet no paper thought it worthy enough to 
assign a full-time reporter.l0 
Business coverage in the press is changing, but too 
often the news coverage is loaded with advertising pap 
and public relations puffery. The problem here is not 
neglect of attention but rather neglect of applying any 
kind of ethical yardstick to the stuff which does appear. 
The sins here, rather than of omission, are those of 
commission. 
The actual business page appears to have the rule 
that nothing critical about business abuses, at least those 
businesses which advertise, ever appears. It carries 
special material sent in to the business editor on a "must 
use" basis from higher authority. 
In travel sections, much of the copy appears almost 
as rhapsodic in tone as the advertisements it supple-
ments, either by association or design. During the army-
led backlash against an abortive coup attempt in Indo-
nesia when thousands of people were being killed in 
that unhappy land, travel pages blared forth ent,ice-
ments to visit Bali. 
The line between news and salesmanship is even 
harder to find in the items that deal with real estate. 
There appears to be a dire-ct relationship between the 
nature of advertising and the content of the news about 
real estate. Consequently, when conscientious editors 
lead campaigns for bond issues to delay urban decay, 
many papers see nothing wrong at all with skipping 
the issue on the real estate pages. Likewise, real estate 
pages print little about ghetto conditions which are 
housing-related, drives for open housing and public 
housing, and the strange tax rates and assessments on 
real estate. 
There is a slight trend toward realism in women's 
pages recently but too often the rule is still pabulum 
and powder-puffery. Fashion writers abound who get 
their clothes wholesale or for nothing. So-called news 
spreads appear complete with PR pix, carrying · the 
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latest styles and specifying what local stores carry the 
items, including price. 
C]R's last topic, the mass media itself, deserves separ-
ate treatment. How long has it been since you saw a 
story in one paper which criticized another paper by 
name? 
Growing concern is expressed over the amount of 
space devoted to the business of major college athletics 
and professional sports. It claims public interest but 
fails a reasonable measurement against the criteria of 
the public's right to know and the public's need to know. 
Perhaps the greatest failing of the mass media is not 
reaching and being concerned with the 20 percent of 
the population in America which is illiterate or barely 
literate. One of the media's functions is as teacher; if 
they cannot effectively teach these citizens, they still 
can teach the other 80 percent that such conditions exist, 
search out reasonable remedies, and then afflict the 
comfortable until something is done. 
The media appear to be trying to bridge the racial 
news gap. Still, Alfred Balk observes, "To a great ex-
tent media coverage, like the races, still is rigorously 
segregated. Except for the unusual - violent failure 
(as in crime) or great success (as in sports or entertain-
ment) in the regular press, Negroes are never born, 
educated, married, and never die."12 The media are 
ill-equipped to cover racial matters, and often settle 
for after-the-fact, conflict-oriented coverage similar 
to that with police and education. 
The problems cited are complex and not easy to solve; 
nevertheless, the journalistic obligation is not dimin-
ished by the difficulties of the job. Establishing guide-
lines on what can be done must necessarily be couched 
here in terms as general as those which described the 
areas of neglect. And we are wise to remember that the 
mass media inevitably fail in a sense because reaching 
and pleasing everybody is simply not possible - the 
teaching and watching and forum and informing func-
tions differ for each individual. 
Not Only the Facts 
but the Truth about the Facts 
How do you serve the international bank president 
and his janitor, the Nobel Prize winner and the ninth 
grade drop-out, the wealthy Junior League matron and 
the ghetto mother with little education? You can't, but 
the enormity of the job does not relieve anybody from 
attempting it. 
The media can do three things to alleviate some of 
the criticism. They can take a new look at their teaching 
obligations and sort out the people's right to know and 
the people's need to know from the "people want to 
know" syndrome which is circulation oriented, and 
they can move toward a system of self-control and self-
criticism. 
The teacher function was well put by Edward J. 
Drummond: 
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A socially responsible newspress teaches or it is a nuisance or 
worse. This is the first duty, just as it is the first duty of a school 
or a college or a university. It must stay solvent, have influence; 
but so must a school. These, however, are not the first duties 
or an educational institution nor of a newspaper. 
Both must teach , or they deny fundamental responsibilities. 
Both must seek the truth and transmit it without distortion and 
in a context which makes it meaningful. 
Both must be responsible for broadening knowledge and deep-
ening wisdom; both must be concerned with freedom and with 
the commitment of those whom they endeavor to educate. 
Both are recipients of a public trust and confidence which can 
be forfeited if they abuse their freedom or are careless in their 
handling of the truth." 
Our behavior is shaped into social patterns in part 
by a steady flow of communications. This is not nee-. 
essarily evil; some community of values and purposes 
is an indispensable cement of society. The danger lies 
in the degree to which the communication of certain 
values may be pervasive and unexamined in the absence 
of an effective dissemination of critical views. To ful-
fill the teaching function, the media must report criti-
cal views as well as those which seek to cement the status 
quo. 
There is a pressing need for the media to return to 
their tasks of fulfilling the people's need to know and 
the people's right to know. The special interest pub-
lications more than fulfill what the people want to know. 
The general news media must become sharper in thrust 
in fulfilling the people's need to know and right to know, 
and in amplifying the people's opportunity to receive 
a diversity of information and points of view. 
Finally, the press must accept criticism with the same 
receptiveness, or even better receptiveness, with which 
it accepts information of wrongdoing in other parts 
of society. The media hold a very special public trust 
and yet need to function as well as other private enter-
prise in the economic marketplace. Close scrutiny of 
their own internal affairs is as important as their scru-
tiny of public affairs. 
The idea of press councils, patterned after the nation-
al British Press Council where the rank and file are 
given a place to air their complaints, is a novel idea 
in America. Yet such councils have met with success 
where tried. Public representation on newspaper boards 
of control, if only ex officio to provide a direct outside 
line of communication, is worth further consideration. 
On the national level, too, the idea of a National Press 
Council, similar to the British model but scrupulously 
clear of any governmental control, has been proposed 
more than once by responsible voices within the pro-
fession, but the idea gets little serious attention. The 
Council could have regional and district subcouncils, 
along with local units in the largest cities. The councils 
would have the authority to hear complaints, suggest 
remedies, investigate charges of press lying, develop 
research centers, assure voices in the media for minor-
ities, define working standards, appraise government 
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action with respect to the media, and issue public cen-
sure as needed. Most importantly the council could 
publicize its findings as the situation may require. All 
facets of society should be represented in the councils, 
along with professionals from the various media. 
All members of the meida could do worse than go 
back and review the findings of the Commission on 
Freedom of the Press in 1947 which listed five services 
the public could rightfully expect of the media: 
1) a truthful, comprehensive, intelligent account 
of the day's events - not only the facts but also the 
truth about the facts; 
2) a forum for comment and criticism - the "com-
mon carrier" of all points of view; 
3) a representative picture of society - portraying 
all groups accurately without stereotypes and with the 
recognition of the common humanity of all groups 
within society; 
4) a clear presentation of the goals and values of 
the various groups in society - exposing the good and 
the bad by fulfilling the educator role of the media; 
5) a full access to the day's intelligence - with more 
stress on the role of the media as a public servant. 
The media should measure their performances against 
these five points on a regular basis, and so should the 
public. 
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The Hollow Man: J. Alfred Prufrock 
By HERBERT L. CARSON 
Professor of Humanities 
Ferris State College 
Big Rapids, Michigan 
T. S. Eliot's "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" 
.(1910) is not a "love song" but a desperate monologue 
by a lonely, frightened, impotent man. 
The poem begins with a quotation in italian from 
Dante's Inferno. In the Inferno, Guido da Montefeltro 
is a false counselor who has been imprisoned in flames. 
Dante asks to hear Guido's story, and the prisoner re-
plies: 
If I believed that my reply were made 
to one who could ever climb to the world again , 
this flame would shake no more. But since no shade 
ever returned - if what I am told is true -
from this blind world into the living light, 
without fear of dishonor I answer you. 
(translator, John Ciardi) 
The headnote from Dante suggests that Prufrock is 
himself a traveler in a world from which there is no 
return, and that he is trapped in the hopeless agony of 
such a world. Whether Prufrock is a false counselor, 
like Guido, or a victim of false counsel is not clear. Per-
haps Prufrock is both victim and false counselor, and 
like Guido perhaps his is the traditional torment. 
The dichotomous nature of Prufrock is exhibited in 
the opening lines of the poem: "Let us go then, you and 
1." The poem is a dramatic monologue made up of the 
internal thoughts and the external despair of its speaker. 
To whom are the opening words addressed? Why does 
Eliot, usually so precise about his language, select the 
incorrect pronoun form? Some critics suggest that the 
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use of "I" rather than of "me" is intended to call atten-
tion to the double nature of Prufrock, to the fact that he 
is addressing not someone else but himself. The "you 
and I" may refer to both the inner and outer selves of 
the same individual. 
Let us go then, you and I, 
When the evening is spread out against the sky 
Like a patient etherized upon a table 
This image suggests a world in which the stretches of 
the sky are contrasted with physical disorders and with 
the absence of consciousness and ultimately of person-
ality. These lines move to a frequently repeated theme 
- the aborting of something important: 
Streets that follow like a tedious argument 
Of insidious intent 
To lead you to an overwhelming question . . . 1 
Oh, do not ask, "What is it?" 
Let us go and make our visit. 
Before Prufrock can seek the depths of understanding 
which will enable him to clarify the overwhelming 
question, his social self interrupts with the contempla-
tion of a visit. Prufrock will later say, "Do I dare?" and 
"how should I presume?" and "I am no prophet." All 
the moments of his greatness "flicker." 
In stanza two occurs the first use of a couplet which 
symbolizes the superficial nature of culture. People 
talk about greatness, but they neither experience nor 
encourage imaginative expression. 
1 All ellipses used in this essay are quoted from the poem. 
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In the room the women come and go 
Talking of Michelangelo. 
Then, borrowing from such French symbolists as 
Mallarme and Baudelaire, Eliot uses fog as an image of 
gentle melancholy and half-blinding "yellow smoke." 
There is beauty in this stanza (which almost reads like 
a separate poem): 
The yellow fog that rubs its back upon the window-panes, 
The yellow smoke that rubs its muzzle on the window-panes 
Licked its tongue into the corners of the evening. 
Lingered upon the pools that stand in drains , 
Let fall upon its back the soot that falls from chimneys, 
Slipped by the terrace, made a sudden leap. 
And seeing that it was a soft October night, 
Curled once about the house, and fell asleep. 
The fog is a melancholy image of misted vision. 
Wrapped in fog, as Guido the false counselor was 
trapped in torturing flames, Prufrock does indeed feel 
the drowsy and anesthetized loss of self that overwhelms 
the "patient etherized upon a table." Nevertheless, Pru-
frock can pierce the mist sufficiently to have a vision of 
himself, to see accurately into his own soul. He sees that, 
like the fog, everything in him is flickering and im-
permanent. 
Prufrock then echoes the Cavalier poet Andrew Mar-
vell. When society still had a sense of manners, when 
passion could still envelop a man and tum him into a 
creative being, Marvell wrote "To His Coy Mistress" 
(1681): 
Had we but world enough, and time, 
This coyness, Lady. were no crime. 
In Prufrock's twilight existence, there is no passion, but 
insistently more than world enough and time. 
And indeed there will be time 
For the yellow smoke that slides along the street, 
Rubbing its back upon the window-panes; 
There will be time, there will be time 
To prepare a face to meet the faces that you meet 
For Prufrock, time is a painfully slow sensation asso-
ciated with hypocrisy and social unease. 
A suggestion follows of perhaps greater passion, of 
decisive action: 
There will be time to murder and create 
The next lines return to meaningless social gestures as 
contrasted with purposeful labor in the fields (evoked 
through the allusion to Hesiod's Eighth Century B.C. 
bucolic poem Works and Days): 
And time for all the works and days of hands 
That lift and drop a question on your plate 
Prufrock's world has no work; his days are but weary. 
The sense of futility that derives from a deep inner 
uneasiness is then given full voice, ending with a return 
to the trivial world of social existence: 
Time for you and time for me, 
And time yet for a hundred indecisions, 
And for a hundred visions and revisions, 
Before the taking of a toast and tea. 
The man of vision is merely a man of indecision and 
revision. The triviality of the final line in this stanza 
leads to a repetition of the couplet symbolizing the cul-
tural deficiencies and tedium of Prufrock's society: 
In the room the women come and go 
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Talking of Michelangelo. 
People talk of the Titan, that gigantic figure of passion 
and achievement. But where is he, who is he, and can 
he exist in these times? Or would he, too, be a Prufrock? 
The next stanza shows Prufrock as a wavering and un-
certain man whose daring is restricted to making social 
calls and whose most important fears are about personal 
grooming and sartorial correctness: 
And indeed there will be time 
To wonder, "Do I dare?" and, "Do I dare?" 
Time to turn back and descend the stair. 
With a bald spot in the middle of my hair -
[They will say: "How his hair is growing thin!") 
Unhappiness with middle age and fear of social dis- · 
approval cause Prufrock to go forward into nothingness. 
The unwavering knights of old challenged the social 
injustices of dragons and wizards with courage. The 
knights braved treacherous lairs, protected not only by 
their armor but also by their assurance of moral super-
iority. Prufrock has only: 
My morning coat, my collar mounting firmly to the chin, 
My necktie rich and modest, but asserted by a simple pin -
[They will say: "But how his arms and legs are thin!") 
Prufrock has neither the armor nor the moral cour-
age of the Knight Errant. Prufrock's universe is one of 
uncertainty: 
Do I dare 
Disturb the universe? 
In a minute there is time 
For decisions and revisions which a minute will reverse. 
This man dares not change his social universe. 
The Companionable Loneliness of Life 
And why should Prufrock disturb things? The next 
stanza displays the futility of all that Prufrock is and has 
been, .the predictable tedium of his existence: 
For I have known them all already, known them all: -
Have known the evenings, mornings, afternoons, 
I have measured out my life with coffee spoons; 
I know the voices dying with a dying fall 
Beneath the music from a farther room. 
So how should I presume? 
Like a social butterfly, Prufrock laments the formu-
lated existence, the false phrases, the aristocratic stereo-
types that have kept him earthbound. Eliot's image is 
to a winged creature pinned: 
And I have known the eyes already. known them all -
The eyes that fix you in a formulated phrase, 
And when I am formulated, sprawling on a pin, 
When I am pinned and wriggling on the wall, 
Then how should I begin 
To spit out all the butt-ends of my days and ways? 
And how should I presume? 
Again Prufrock does not dare. He feels that anything 
from him would be a presumption. 
The same sense of presumption is suggested about 
Prufrock's sexual relationships. Have his relations with 
women been equally indecisive and unproductive? 
There is a hint of frustrated sexuality in the next stan-
za: 
And I have known the arms already. known them all-
Arms that are braceleted and white and bare 
(But in the lamplight , downed with light brown hair!) 
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Is it perfume from a dress 
That makes me so digress? 
Arms that lie along a table , or wrap about a shawl. 
If these lines hint at sexual fulfillment, the final two 
lines of the stanza suggest that Prufrock fails to pre-
sume even in this arena of existence. With sexual rela-
tions, as with all else, he dares not. 
And should I then presume? 
And how should I begin? 
The scene of aborted sexual relations is followed by 
a series of dots placed there by the poet. This ellipsis 
suggests a long pause and perhaps a change of some 
sorts. There is momentary peace and loneliness as Eliot 
evokes a scene of contentment in the next stanza with 
its lyrical three lines: 
Shall I say, I have gone at dusk through narrow streets 
And watched the smoke that rises from the pipes 
Of lonely men in shirt-sleeves, leaning out of windows? . .. 
B'ut Prufrock can not even achieve the companionable 
loneliness of the men in shirt-sleeves. His is the hellish 
solitude of social tedium. 
In contrast to tranquil loneliness, Prufrock's isolation 
brings him the terrible feeling that he would be better 
off going backward into dull time, for forward there is 
nothing. (Earlier in the poem, because of his balding 
head, Prufrock dared not turn around and go back.) 
Now Prufrock echoes Hamlet's mocking of the old, 
futile Polonius: " ... yourself, sir, should be old as I am, 
if'like a crab you could go backward." In lines remini-
scent of Hamlet's, Prufrock muses: 
I should have been a pair of ragged claws 
Scuttling across the floors of silent seas. 
This suggestion of evolution and de-evolution again 
shows Prufrock's painful self-awareness and his sensi-
tivity to the meaninglessness of time. Yet for the Pru-
frock who is, what does the future hold? It is empty. 
There will be decline, not growth. He is nothing, and 
he faces a greater nothingness. That futile dehumaniza-
tion, the next stanza suggests, frightens Prufrock. 
First there is another moment of lazy peace, almost 
anesthetic as in stanza one: 
And the afternoon , the evening, sleeps so peacefully! 
Smoothed by long fingers, 
Asleep ... tired .. . or it malingers , 
Stretched on the floor, here beside you and me. 
The lines are inconclusive. The reader is lulled into a 
sense of drowsy peace. He might even overlook the key 
word, "malingers." The description is not of real peace 
but of a sickly moment of lassitude. "Malinger" from 
Latin malus means "bad," plus Old French heingre for 
"lean" or "haggard." "To malinger" suggests pretending 
to be ill in order to avoid some responsibility. The thin 
and haggard Prufrock is not really at peace in these 
lulling lines; he is still the man who shirks his calling. 
The next lines further suggest Prufrock's sexual m-
capacity: 
Should I, after tea and cakes and ices, 
Have the strength to force the moment to its crisis? 
The word "malingerer" provides an answer to Pru-
frock's question. 
Prufrock then refers to the prophetic and saintly 
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John the Baptist, also recalling the earlier self-descrip-
tion of the bald spot in the middle of his own hair : 
But though I have wept and fasted , wept and prayed, 
Though I have seen my head [grown slightly bald] brought 
in upon a platter, 
I am no prophet- and here's no great matter ; 
Unlike John the Baptist, Prufrock is not prophetic. 
How could Prufrock be a prophet, he whose visions are 
but revisions, he who does not dare, he who can not 
presume? The true prophet has a single, unwavering 
vision. The true prophet dares, almost arrogantly at 
times, and thus presumes. Prufrock is no prophet. 
The Eternal Footman and the Fool 
If there were a moment of greatness for Prufrock 
no matter how short an instant - it flickered briefly 
and is now gone. The future which so frightened him 
that he wished to become scuttling claws rushing back-
ward, that wearisome future lies tediously but inevit-
ably ahead, full of void: 
I have seen the moment of my greatness flicker , 
And I have seen the eternal Footman hold my coat, and snicker, 
And in short, I was afraid. 
Prufrock is not immune to that most modern of scourges 
- fear. His fear is not only of the future, but also of 
futile dehumanization. Prufrock says, "I have measured 
out my life with coffee spoons." The poem describes a 
life of subjugation to the lowly, obsequious figure of 
eternal social damnation - the footman, who takes the 
place of God, ushering Prufrock into a social hell. 
The social scene is again evoked in pathetic lines that 
combine unsuccessful seduction with an impatient re-
fusal to accept prophetic visions: 
And would it have been worth it, after all, 
After the cups, the marmalade, the tea, 
Among the porcelain, among some talk of you and me, 
Would it have been worthwhile , 
To have bitten off the matter with a smile, 
To have squeezed the universe into a ball 
Prufrock is unlike the seductive lover m Marvell's 
poem. The passionate speaker of "To His Coy Mis-
tress" said: 
Let us roll all our strength and all 
Our sweetness up into one ball 
And tear our pleasures with rough strife 
Thorough the iron gates of life 
In contrast, the effete Prufrock ignores life's pleasures 
in an attempt at prophecy. 
Prufrock squeezes "the universe into a ball I To roll 
it toward some overwhelming question." He wonders 
whether he should interrupt the quiet tedium of the 
social moment with his "overwhelming question." At 
the end of the first stanza of the poem, in reference to 
an overwhelming question, Prufrock said: 
Oh , do not ask , "What is it?" 
Let us go and make our visit. 
Now Prufrock wonders whether he might have done 
something worthwhile had he propounded some over-
whelming question. What would have happened had he 
dared: 
To say: "I am Lazarus, come from the dead , 
Come back to tell you all, I shall tell you all" 
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Prufrock is not Lazarus nor is he a prophetic Dante 
returned from Guido's inferno. Prufrock has revisions, 
not visions. If he did take a positive action, however, 
the stanza suggests that he would not be heeded: 
"Come back to tell you all, I shall tell you all" -
If one, settling a pillow by her head, 
Should say : "That is not what I meant at all. 
That is not it, at all." 
If Prufrock should presume, he would not be under-
stood or accepted. So how can he presume? 
The next stanza re-emphasizes the idea that if one did 
dare, he would not at all be taken seriously. He might 
be ignored. Worse than actual death would be social 
death. He might be taken for a bore. 
And would it have been worth it, after all , 
Would it have been worthwhile, 
After the sunsets and the dooryards and the sprinkled streets, 
After the novels , after the teacups , after the skirts that 
trail along the floor -
And this , and so much more? -
It is impossible to say just what I mean! 
But as if a magic lantern threw the nerves in patterns on a 
screen: 
Would it have been worthwhile. 
If one, settling a pillow or throwing off a shawl, 
And turning toward the window, should say : 
"That is not it at all, 
That is not what I meant, at all." 
Till ~uman Voices Wake Us, and We Drown 
Again Eliot intersperses an ellipsis, three dots which 
indicate some change in place or voice or mood. Then 
the final few stanzas, the last twenty-one lines of the 
poem, begin. 
The first stanza of this final section further reveals 
Prufrock's character and Eliot's. Eliot has suggested his 
own allegiance to traditional values, describing him-
self as a "classicist in literature, a royalist in politics, 
and an Anglo-Catholic in religion." The poem "Pru-
frock" was written before this statement of Eliot's views, 
but the tendencies toward traditional values are evident 
even in the Eliot of "Prufrock." Eliot felt that only 
through the values of the past could the vulgarity of 
modern life be avoided. 
Eliot rejects any comparison between the Prufrocks 
of our age and the lonely leaders of past eras: 
No! I am not Prince Hamlet , nor was meant to be; 
Am an attendant lord, one that will do 
To swell a progress, start a scene or two, 
Advise the prince; no doubt, an easy tool , 
Deferential, glad to be of use, 
Politic, cautious, and meticulous; 
Full of high sentence, but a bit obtuse; 
At times. indeed almost ridiculous -
Almost. at times , the Fool. 
No Hamlet, Prufrock suggests that perhaps he is only 
a supernumerary. He then considers a slightly more 
important role, that of an advisor to the prince. In this 
role, however, he would not be Horatio, for the next 
words remind us of the sententious and half-senile ad-
viser, Polonius. Then, a Fool is mentioned. 
Eliot spells the word Fool with a capital F - suggest-
ing thereby more than a description of a foolish old 
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man. With a capital F, the word Fool refers to a posi-
tion: The Fool is the jester who makes men laugh, whose 
silly and meaningless antics lighten the serious work of 
the men at court. Who is the Fool in Hamlet? There is 
a grinning, gaping skull from which aU flesh, all hu-
manity have been removed. Hamlet holds aloft the skull 
and says : "Alas, poor Yorick! I knew him, Horatio .... 
Dost thou think Alexander looked o' this fashion i' the 
earth? ... and smelt so?" 
Prufrock slowly demeans himself in the Hamlet pas-
sage until he becomes not even the live Fool, "of infinite 
jest, of most excellent fancy," but the dead skull with 
all its foul odors. The "head (grown slightly bald) 
brought in upon a platter" has not the flesh of a human, 
be he prophet or Fool. It is only a vile-smelling bone. 
Having shown Prufrock devoid of all humanity, Eliot 
displays the man's pathetic vanity and his desperate 
desire to stay young: 
I grow old . . . I grow old . .. 
I shall wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled. 
This desire to stay young through acceptance of super-
ficialities introduces the next stanza, which leads to the 
final lines of the poem. 
The last four short stanzas are interwoven, as if they 
were one. 
Shall I part my. hair behind? Do I dare to eat a peach? 
I shall wear white flannel trousers, and walk upon the beach. 
I have heard the mermaids singing, each to each. 
There is an attempt to recapture lost youth. Then there 
is the memory of an enchanted moment, the singing 
mermaids. But: 
I do not think that they will sing to me. 
Eliot emphasizes this terrible self-realization by placing 
the line alone, as a separate stanza. No more will the 
mermaids sing to Prufrock. The voices of mind and 
imagination are stilled for him. 
Once he had seen the mermaids and thrilled to them: 
I have seen them riding seaward on the waves 
Combing the white hair of the waves blown back 
When the wind blows the water white and black. 
These lines have lyrical beauty. It is surprising that 
Prufrock can retain the memory of such a magnificent 
experience. There is pathos in the realization that a 
person who has had such visions is now merely a skull 
scraped clean of all humanity. 
We have lingered in the chambers of the sea 
By sea-girls wreathed with seaweed red and brown 
Till human voices wake us , and we drown. 
These final lines of the poem state what might have 
been. But Prufrock is recalled to human society and 
drowns in the social sea. Had he ignored the voices of 
society, had he listened to the mermaids, what might 
he have been? There is an awesome silence in Eliot's 
last lines : "Till human voices wake us, and we drown." 
Prufrock is alienated and apathetic, a weary victim of 
a world which he has helped to create and maintain. 
"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" was begun 
approximately sixty years ago. Its message of isolation 
and uncertainty, and its desolating conclusion, make 
it a poem that relates to men in our times. 
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From the Chapel 
Our Calling to Creation 
By J. BARRIE SHEPHERD 
Ch•pl•in, Connecticut College 
New London, Connecticut 
The creativity of man has tended to be a perennial 
problem for the Christian church. Within the creati-
vity of man the church has often suspected pride, am-
bition, even idolatry. 
However, if one returns to the roots of Western re-
ligious faith, and specifically to the descriptions of God's 
own creativity in the creation stories of Genesis, one 
finds a quite different attitude. For in both of the crea-
tion stories, man, the pinnacle of creation, is given a 
major role is the very divine act of creation itself. 
And God said to them 'Be fruitful and multiply, 
and fill the earth and subdue it, and have dominion 
over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air 
and over every living thing that moves upon the 
earth.' (Genesis 1:28) 
In thus subduing the earth, filling it, having domin-
ion over it, man participates with God in the creative 
act of shaping and ruling over creation. 
Again, in the older of the creation stories: 
So out of the ground the Lord God formed every 
beast of the field and every bird of the air, and brought 
them to the man to see what he would call them; and 
whatever the man called every living creature, that 
was its name . . (Genesis 2:19) 
Man here shares with God as a partner in creation in 
this naming of the animals. For naming _ represented 
far more than a mere label to ancient man. The name 
contained . the essence of a person or a thing. And in 
naming the animals, Adam (i.e. man) confers on them 
their nature, their essence, their identity. 
According to Genesis, the man created in the image 
of God is called to create in the image of God. Man 
is called to share with God in the task of conferring 
form, life, and identity upon otherwise lifeless m'atter. 
In The Meaning of the Creative Act, Berdyaev puts 
it in these words: "So sublime and so beautiful is the 
divine idea of man that creative freedom, the free power 
to reveal himself in creative action, is placed within 
man as a seal and sign of his likeness to God, as a mark 
of the Creator's image." 
Man is made in the image of God, man shares in God's 
very essence in that he too creates and confers life. Man 
is called to create. 
But what then is creation? If man is called to create, 
what does this divine calling involve? 
Creativity involves risk. This is swiftly evident in 
the creation stories of Genesis . God took a chance, God 
"went out on a limb" when he created the world. God 
as Being Itself, as the Ground of Being, opened him-
self, gave of himself in bringing beings to existence 
in a· degree of independence from himself. In giving 
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life, breathing the breath of life into man's nostrils (as 
the Hebrew writers vividly saw it), God was commit-
ting himself and getting involved. In short, taking a 
risk. 
And in all of this God reveals his own essence, which 
is love. How else can love act than in creatively con-
ferring life and freedom on other beings? At the center 
of the history of salvation, this involvement of God, this 
pouring out of self, reaches its climax in the fully in-
carnate creativity that is the life and death and resur-
rection of Jesus. There, at that point, creativity is dis-
closed at its most risky, and at it most loving. 
We should not therefore be surprised that creativity 
means risk for man too. Genuine creation is not easy 
and is a far cry from the kinds of "instant creativity" 
that abound today. The conferring of life, the act of 
going out from oneself, involving oneself in the muddy-
bloody business of giving shape and form to the clay 
of existence is a risky and difficult calling to fulfill. 
In The Divine Milieu, Chardin writes most movingly 
of the torment involved in creativity: "To create, or 
organize, material energy, or truth, or beauty, brings 
with it an inner torment which prevents those wh~ face 
its hazards from sinking into the quiet and closed-in 
life wherein grows the vice of self-regard and attach-
ment ... " 
Creativity, for man as for God, is a risky affair. It 
is often painful "hacking blood from the soul." It can 
also be dull and boring, for creativity requires disci-
pline, doing something over and over again, and per-
severance through dry spells. It is discipline that moves 
a man to take up his tools, his pen, his brush, his chisel, 
his self in relationships with others - when he would 
rather do anything else in this world than create. 
Had they awaited for the muse to strike them, most 
great artists would have created precious little. But 
this is as true in every human life where the creation 
of anything, from a love letter to a truly human rela-
tionship, is seldom achieved without labor and even 
tears. 
Man is called to create. Creation involves risk. Why 
take that risk? If creativity is so arduous, why on earth 
should anyone ever choose to create? 
There is an alternative. It is even suggested right 
back at the beginning, in the Genesis stories themselves. 
The creation in Genesis is not so much seen as creation 
ex nihilo, but rather as creation out of chaos. 
The earth was without form and void, and darkness 
was upon the face of the deep. (Genesis 1:2) 
Creation is set over against the alternative of darkness, 
formlessness, the void; in a word, chaos. 
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And the chaos did not go away on the seventh day 
when God rested. For the setting of this creation story 
is not so much "once upon a time" as it is here and now. 
The story does not so much seek to tell how the world 
began, but rather how the world and man exist now, 
and at every now in relation to God. The sharpest point 
of the story is that even now God is at work creating 
order out of chaos; and even now chaos looms as a threat 
to that creation, biding its time, awaiting its opportunity 
to reclaim both man and the world for its own. 
In his Commentary on Genesis, Gerhard Von Rad 
sees the creation stories speaking" ... not only of a re-
ality that once existed in a preprimeval period but also 
of a possibility that always exists. Man has always sus-
pected that behind all creation lies the abyss of form-
lessness; further, that all creation is always ready to 
sink into the abyss of the formless ... " 
Man has always known, and still knows today the 
alternative to creation. He still tries to deny his origin 
in the outflowing love of God and to deny his calling 
to pour himself out in creativity too. He yet chooses 
See-ing 
The congregation is real but will be nameless, and 
its location unspecified. 
Suffice it to say that it possesses (mortgaged, to be 
sure) a modern sanctuary with full basement contain-
ing Sunday School rooms, an educational wing with 
more Sunday School rooms, a large assembly room 
with kitchen, and offices for pastor and secretary. 
The sanctuary has pews, organ, a(strong and lovely 
chancel window, and air conditioning. The altar has 
the proper changes of col~r for the church seasons, and 
the church possesses the necessary equipment for ad-
ministering the Sacraments - including _several dozen 
individual glasses and at least four polished trays, stack-
able, with individual holes in which to place the in-
dividual glasses. 
Not yet 20 years old, the congregation has thus seen 
to it that dignified accoutrements have been provided 
for the worship of God and the edification of his people. 
Furthermore, the lawn is well-kept, the flowers chosen 
and tended with care, and new trees have been planted 
along the street side. 
All things are now ready, in short. God is honored; 
the costly ointment of spikenard has been procured 
and poured. Here is a congregation ready, after 18 years 
of preparation, to send forth its members into the fields 
of harvest, to minister to its neighbors, to shake out 
salt from its well-appointed shaker. 
Accordingly, a committee has been formed, with an 
eye to the probability that some members may still 
need a bit of guidance in Christian stewardship. For 
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to exist in self-protecting, self-enclosing chaos. Creation 
is the basic act of love, of fellowship, of self-giving. But 
the opposite act, the act of hatred, of fear, of isolation 
is even more of a reality in the lives of men and women 
today. 
This then is man's situation. He is created in love, 
out of chaos. He is called in love, to share in the risky 
task of creation. But he is faced also with that other 
alternative: to deny love, to reject his call to create, 
and to return to the chaos whence he came. 
Jesus' parable of the talents in the Gospel of Matthew 
is about one who made that choice. He buried his talent. 
He withdrew his gift from the risk of creativity. The 
judgment upon him was chaos, to fling him "out into 
the dark, the place of weeping and grinding of teeth." 
But the Scriptures also tell of those who made the other 
choice, who chose to risk, to create, to love; and the 
future is said to lie with them. Paul wrote that "the whole 
of creation is eagerly waiting (one translator has "on 
'tip-toe, agog ... ")to see the wonderful sight of the sons 
of God coming into their own." 
''Gravel for S 
there still remain Christians caught up in the excite-
ment of the first century A.D., whose eyes have not 
gazed through Jesus to his brothers and sisters and their 
desperate needs in a troubled ecosystem of the 1970's. 
The name of the committee is the Gifts and Memo-
rials Committee, and its report is here for your atten-
FROM THE GIFTS 
AND MEMORIALS 
COMMITTEE 
The Gifts and Memorials 
Committee has prepared 
the following suggested 
list of nee_ded gifts 
and memorials 
for your information: 
Advent wreath, 24 in. 
Sanctuary lamp, 15 in. 
Chalice, 12 oz. (Sterling) 
(Plated) 
Paten, 7 in. (Sterling) 
(Plated) 
Ciborium, 450 wafer capacity (Sterling) 
(Plated) 
Large glass cruet 
or silver flagon 
Additional communion tray for glasses 
Wedding prie Dieu, two 
Funeral pall (cloth kit) 







Appliques for paraments: 
2 x 12 in. 
2 x 10 in. 











The whole of creation is still waiting. "The world 
has not yet seen a religious epoch of creativeness," says 
Berdyaev. And in his The Destiny of Man he writes: 
"Does God await creativity, creative audacity from 
man? Creativity cannot be merely tolerated, cannot 
be excusing itself; it must be positively justified, relig-
iously. Creativity is religiously justified and given 
meaning, if in his creative inspiration, his creative up-
surge, man is answering God's challenge. God's demand 
that man participate in God's creativity." 
Man is called to create, in art, in drama, in song and 
dance and poem. In the light of the divine calling of 
man to creation, these things are not luxuries but ne-
cessities to life. 
Man is called to create meaning through participation 
in the quest for knowledge and insight, truth and faith. 
And often by his participation in communities for per-
sonal and social renewal and reform man is called to 
create meaning in countless human lives which at pre-
sent see only despair and the absence of meaning. 
Parking Lot" 
tion, as printed in the congregational newsletter. This 
is a document the likes of which will be cited more and 
more frequently as journalists and historians continue 
to report on suicide drives in the church. 
You will notice that is lists a series of "needed" items. 












Fund for purchase of new worship 
material (Hymnals, Hymnal supple-
ments, choir music, etc.) 
New choir robes 
Dehumidifier for choir room 
Tape recorder for choir 





Upgrading of air conditioner in new wing 1500.00-2000.00 
Additional ranks of pipes for organ 1000.00 per rank 
3500.00 for 4 ranks 
Slide projector 
Movie projector 
Christmas lights for the cedar tree 
Gravel for second parking lot 
Fire extinguishers, four 
Completion of sidewalk on Alderman to 
Ivy 
Door plaques for Sunday school 
rooms (35) 
Eleven curtain rods 
Chairs 
Bulletin boards 










5.00-10 .00 each 
expansion 50000.00 
Additional shelf space for pastor's books 
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Man is called to create this world and his environment 
responsibly, to put a humane stamp on it. As Corita Kent 
says: "The artist is the sign to the whole world that re-
ality, or the world, is shaped by man, and not the other 
way around." This means to make this world a more 
truly human place, a place where human beings are 
supremely valued simply as human beings. Not as can-
non fodd~~'- or voting J!l~Chine fodder, or any other 
kind of fodder. 
Man is called to create life, life not just in the bio-
logical sense, as the encyclical Humanae Vitae seems to 
suggest. Man must continue to insist that he does not 
create life only by breeding it. Man is. called to call 
others to life by giving himself in loving service which 
is creativity in action. 
Man is called to create. It is a divine calling. He is 
to participate with God in the vast kaleidoscope of living, 
loving, creating. And the whole of creation is waiting 
for him, on tip-toe. 
By CHARLES VANDERSEE 
God and the mind of Christ. 
Then ask whether it really is such a cop-out to run 
screaming with a silent inner fury from such a church. 
Consider that as a responsible person you have to decide 
certain things when you think seriously about Christ-
ianity. For example, have you really got all the time 
and energy it's going · to take to induce a congregation 
like this to comprehend - much less act upon - the 
Gospel of Christ and its outward thrust? Even if you 
have, does God want it spent this way? 
The word "prodigal" means wasteful. Lately it dawns 
on me that sons and daughters of the church have been 
prodigal too long - wasting time and energy patiently 
trying to reform from within what refuses to reform. 
To top it off - the celestial irony - those who begin to 
get restless are at once made to feel guilty by those who 
loftily and repeatedly advise "working within the sys-
tem." 
Well, let it be said: To work within the system is some-
times neither wise nor prudent. A church whose "memo-
rials" contribute only to its own comfort, which is al-
ready considerable, without acknowledging through 
one single item the wider horizon of responsibility, 
confesses by this action its own true creed more loudly 
than it recites any of the historic formulations: 
"I believe in the Paten, the Ciborium, and the De-
humidifier for the Choir Room ... " 
There is thus one item on the list which is extraor-
dinarily apt for this American congregation in the year 
of our risen Lord 1971 : the Funeral Pall. 
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Political Affairs 
Going to China and Returning to Realism 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------By ALBERT R.TROST 
President Nixon's announcement in July of his plan 
to visit the People's Republic of China was, to say the 
least, dramatic. There were few hints that such an an-
nouncement would be made, and the preparations for 
his trip laid by Henry Kissinger were a well-kept secret. 
The drama is heightened by the fact that it was Rich-
ard Nixon who made the announcement. This is the 
same man who made a reputation for himself in Con-
gress in the 1940's as a dedicated "anti-Communist" 
and "Red-hunter." It was Vice-President Nixon who 
associated himself with the Communist "containment" 
policies of the Eisenhower Administration and Secre-
tary of State John Foster Dulles. And it is the same man 
who counts among his friends and political associates 
in California the most ardent spokesmen for the Na-
tionalist China lobby. 
However, it was not unexpected that some significant 
reversal in the policy of the United States toward main-
land China was coming, probably before the end of 
President Nixon's term in January, 1973. Contrary to 
much of what has been said, the dynamic elements 
moving toward this change did not come from China. 
Chinese policy toward the United States has not basic-
ally changed. The movement toward change is more 
importantly due to internal forces . 
The strongest force for change was the movement 
within the United Nations away from the position of 
the United States and Nationalist China on the question 
of the "representation of China." This movement would 
have resulted, either this year or the next, in the defeat 
of the U.S. position on the "seating of China." 
From 1949 through 1961, the United States was able 
to keep the "representation of China" question off the 
formal agenda of the U.N. When the influx of new na-
tions into the U.N. eroded the support of this position 
in the Steering Committee, the strategy of the United 
States shifted to letting the question come up in the 
General Assembly. However, since 1961, by a simple-
majority procedural vote the U.S. has had the matter 
declared "an important question," requiring a two-
thirds vote for settlement. 
The willingness of some of our allies to support us 
on the procedural question (even though they disa-
greed with our China policy) turned out to be the sav-
ing factor in 1965. In that year, for the first time, the 
United States found that it could not muster a simple 
majority for its position on the substantive question. 
The vote was 47 to 47, with 20 abstentions. In 1970 sup-
port for the United States further deteriorated. On the 
substantive question of representation, 49 supported 
the U.S., 51 opposed it, and 25 abstained. Further de-
terioration was certain this year. During the last year 
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several nations which have supported the U.S. on the 
procedural question formally recognized the regime on 
the mainland. 
The entry of Communist China into the United Na-
tions would have put the United States in a most awk-
ward position. It would need to deal with the very real 
influence of Red China in the United Nations, to say 
nothing of its veto power in the Security Council, at 
the same time it was refusing to recognize Red China 
outside of the United Nations. Furthermore, the defeat 
of the U.S. position in the U.N. would be very embar-
rassing, for it would be the first defeat for the United 
States on such a conspicuous issue. It could be argued 
that the U.S. was "sticking to its principles," but the 
defeat would be no less embarrassing. The "principles" 
are, after all, part of the "fantasyland" in which our 
China policy has resided since 1949. 
There are a few people - often people who were ad-
. mirers of Congressman Nixon - who say that the way 
out of the dilemma is to get out of the United Nations. 
Of course this suggestion is not even given a second 
thought by the Nixon administration. 
This brings us to the second source of the pressure for 
change in our China policy: Richard Nixon's style as 
president. By his own statements and the testimony of 
his behavior, he has a lively interest in foreign policy. 
His view of the international system is primarily one of 
"great-power" confrontation, particularly the confron-
tation between the United States and Russia. He chose 
Dr. Henry Kissinger as his Assistant to the President 
for National Security Affairs, and Kissinger is probably 
his chief foreign policy advisor. Professor Kissinger 
made an academic reputation as a strategic theorist and 
a student of European and Communist affairs. The im-
portance the President has attached to the Strategic 
Arms Limitation Talks and the apparent progress in 
those talks also testify to the President's foreign policy 
interests. His chief interest is in the Soviet Union and 
its European and Asian peripheries. 
With these special concerns of the President, China 
could not be ignored. The divergence of national in-
terest between Russia and China definitely has a strate-
gic bearing on U.S. policy toward the Soviet Union. 
How the Administration will exploit Sino-Soviet ten-
sions is not yet clear. There is the danger in these ma-
neuvers of making the international system more un-
stable. However, whatever policy is undertaken, it cer-
tainly can be better informed by direct contact with 
China. That in itself is a great gain. 
And so is the return to realism that the recognition of 
the third most powerful polity in the world signals. 
One hopes this recognition will soon be formal. 
The Cresset 
Urban Affairs 
The Good, The Bad, and The Urban 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------ByJOHNKRETZMANN 
The scenery of Chicago does not arouse the writing 
of wish-you-were-here postcards, at least not to your 
friends. It is a hard-looking city, its vertical and hori-
zontal right angles extending from the shore of Lake 
Michigan inland for miles over totally flat midwestern 
plains. Except for the lake and the prairies, Chicago 
takes no character whatever from its natural setting. 
All that it is as a city - ambitious, muscle-bound, di-
vided, and archetypically American - it is because of 
its building, its doing, its people. 
From Chicago, Galen Gockel and I will be sending 
forth monthly reports under the heading of "Urban 
Affairs." It will be no unpleasant chore. For each of us, 
though we bring quite different perspectives to our ob-
servations of the city, Chicago holds a strong fascina-
tion. We watch it daily and live in the midst of its bumb-
ling, its overreaching, occasionally its triumphs. On 
most typical Chicago. days, one could not ask for a more 
stimulating variety of inputs. 
Much of recent American history, at least its domestic 
side, has played itself out in the conference rooms and 
on the streets of our large Urban areas. Chicago has 
had more than its share of the action. In the last decade 
alone, the city has witnessed the steady swinging of · 
wrecking-balls and the raising of new steel-girders in a 
staggering corporate building boom, along with the 
continuing cohesion of the most efficient political ma-
chine in the country. 
It has seen one forgotten neighborhood after another, 
led by the Black residents of what has rightly been called 
the "city within a city," begin the long struggle for 
power and representation. 
It has seen clash after clash in that escalating battle 
for survival which is the lot, today and tomorrow, of 
virtually every American city. In politics, it has been 
the city against the state and federal governments, and 
the neighborhoods, often, against city hall. In econom-
ics, it has been the have-nots and the have-littles against 
the corporate biggies. In planning, it is urban renewal 
and the expressways versus various uprooted neighbor-
hoods. Philosophically, the city's inherited concept of 
the collective good - defined as uncontrolled economic 
~rowth - is increasingly under scrutiny. 
But most of Chicago's battles are by no means unique-
ly her own. It is by now a commonplace to assert that 
ours is an urban civilization, and that we all in fact live 
our lives in ways which are more and more defined by 
our urban areas. Whether or not we choose to sink our 
roots within the actual physical boundaries of a city be-
comes less and less important. Even for those among us 
who continue to live in the heart of rural or small-town 
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America, the city has come to determine for us our 
patterns of work and our styles of play, our standards of 
income and consumption, our expectations of service, 
even the contents of our prejudices and beliefs. Prac-
tically we are - and psychologically we are fast be-
coming - captives of the city. 
But if it is . true that we are in fact members of an ur-
banized culture, it is equally true that most of us who 
· are middle class are brought up and taught as if that 
were not the case. Values and attitudes which were per-
fectly appropriate to the goal of maximizing benefits 
in a pre-and-semi-industrial situation are simply not 
adequate for dealing with issues raised in an urban 
millieu. 
For example, life in a modern metropolis is charac-
terized, for all its citizens, by the extreme interconnect-
edness of all its parts, both human and technical. No 
one can exist in a city without being dependent upon 
literally dozens of public and private agencies, and upon 
hundreds of products and services with whose making 
he has virtually nothing to do. Yet in this setting of max-
imwn dependency, many citizens continue to act as if 
they were but minimally responsible to anything be-
yond their own economic well-being. 
Perhaps in defense of this outdated version of individ-
ualism, a piece of popular wisdom has grown to the 
status of an assumption: namely, that what is bad about 
the city is unique to the city, and that what is good about 
the city can be a lot better outside it .. .in the suburbs, 
for example. 
This assumption, I think, is so much whitewash. For 
one cannot begin to assess the problems of the city with-
out recognizing that they are intractably bound up with 
the problems of the society as a whole: poor people in 
the hollers of West Virginia are poor for basically the 
same reasons that their relatives in Chicago are poor; 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs is a bureaucracy as cumber-
some as the Chicago Housing Authority; Boise-Cas-
cade behaves no differently toward its forests than 
United States Steel does toward its lakefront. 
As an extension of that perspective, I would want to 
argue that what is good about the city is, often enough, 
uniquely the property of the city. Beyond the obvious 
pace and bustle upon which so many people still thrive, 
the city continues to offer those combinations of fa-
miliarity and strangeness, of comfort and surprise, of 
unity in the midst of bewildering diversity, which con-
tinue to boggle and stimulate men's minds and senses. 
In the next months, we will be reporting, analysing and, 
hopefully, bringing to life a few of the significant scenes 
from the ongoing drama which is urban America today. 
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Music 
Hear Ye! Hear Ye.? 
-------------------------------------By WILLIAM F. EIFRIG, JR. 
We begin again our teaching. What shall we do to keep 
alive the curiosity of minds coming fresh and green 
to their tasks this fall? What shall forestall the enthu-
siasm of the first class from drying up in the routine 
of midsemester? How shall eager students be saved 
from dismay at professorial detours? The pedagogue 
is nearly paralyzed with awe at the task which is his. 
But the schedule will show no mercy. We begin now 
as best we can. First, then, what is music? (The students 
have paid money for an "Introduction to Music." This 
seems the proper starting point.) Music is sound used 
to aesthetic purpose and wtih artistic result. What then 
is sound? Sound is acoustical phenomena perceived by 
the auditory-senses. Then·, since we exist in a uniV.erse 
pulsating and vibrating in all its parts, is everything 
the raw material from which music is made? 
About now the teacher senses that his study is moving 
in ever wider circles. Instead of defining, his answers 
tend to abolish distinctions. It might appear that all 
is everything and everything is all. And we have not 
even touched upon those two aspects of music crucial 
to its being, noise and silence. Allow these to enter the 
discussion and even the most well-intentioned student 
must think himself regi.stered in a graduate course in 
philosophy rather than an elementary exercise in music 
appreciation. 
Let's try again. Less reflection, more exercise this 
time. We begin with "America." It takes only half an 
hour (forty-five minutes for the more thorough) for 
the teacher to demonstrate the three-plus-four phrase 
structure, the melodic rhymes, the rhythmic ostinato, 
the coordination of harmony and melodic curve. With 
. some practice the teacher can make this· a remarkable 
demonstration, thrilling even to practiced musicians. 
There may follow no storm of applause. But a carefully 
timed conclusion bringing the several elements together 
and topped with a judicious lecture can impress an 
audience with the beauty of the construction and the 
focus of inspiration in even this little tune. 
The next step in our course: teach everybody to do 
this. In several weeks, however, the teacher probably 
finds his students attempting to fit terms into slots he 
has made for them. They sweat over phrase-counting. 
They talk of melodic rises and falls that have changed 
the world. At some point the teacher may be tempted 
to explode in frustration, "Can't you hear? Aren't you 
listening?" But at that moment, if he is honest and aware, 
he will may come to the conclusion that his students are 
deaf. No, not deaf in the medical sense. It is simply 
that they cannot hear with apprehension; they have 
not learned to listen. Now, it's your task to open their 
ears. 
The rest of the world doesn't make your task an easy 
one. Perhaps listening well is more difficult today than 
ever. We may not be a literate society, but we are more 
oriented to the sights of letters than the sounds of music. 
Our eyes recognize information more readily than our 
ears. Visual recognition, moreover, is usually mere 
reading. How discriminating are your eyes of type 
styles and sizes or of ink tones and paper textures? 
Printed words relieve us of the necessity to develop 
a keen aural memory. It dulls from lack of use. 
And from aural abuse. We are immersed in sounds 
day and night, most of them unchanging, uninteresting 
sounds of machinery, and we listen only for signals . 
The telephone rings, the washer stops, the tire squeals, 
and we respond. All else is background either of the 
wallpaper sort, decorative, or of the repressed sort, 
ignored and forgotten . 
But there are many, teacher, who cherish the ability 
to listen and to hear. They revere the recreated imag-
inings of the finest ears in all times and know the effort 
of audition is rewarded liberally. There will be more 
than a few among your students who will join them. 
Start there, then. The class suffers from a disability . 
Heal that. Open their ears and maybe analytical exer-
cises and philosophical reflections will follow, if not 
in this term then in another term. 
What is music? Listen. 
Audubon Park, October-----------------
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Across the slough, plaid-knickered golfers 
Swing and pose, the sun on their pale faces 
Like rubbed gold. The wet grass glistens 
Tinsel-bright beneath the veins of trees 
That cling to their last remnants 
- Rags of summer - while the ducks , 
Oddly recumbent, grunt and talk in circles, 
Harbingers of deeper, darker cold. 
ROBERT JOE STOUT 
The Cresset 
The Mass Media 
We Interrupt this Program ... 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------By RICHARD LEE 
On a languid summer night, air close with roses, 
charcoal brazier and TV glowing on the patio, 
a son home from college turns to his father: 
Son: Mind if I turn off the TV? 
Father: Uh-uh. My late movie isn' t on yet. And the news 
ruins my sleep if I watch it. Phew! The news isn't 
what it was when I was your age. 
S: (Click.) The news couldn't be what it was then. I think 
that news is now called necrology. 
F: Don't get wise with me, kid. I mean the news these days · 
is slanted toward what's wrong in the world. 
S: You think somebody's gotten things backwards - Good 
news is no news? 
F: Exactly - nothing on but murders, massacres, earth-
quakes, strikes, starvation, war, riots. 
S: Maybe all the rest of TV is the good news? Commercials 
are full of rich and beautiful people, even if the world is 
not. Conflicts are over quickly in th~ adventures and 
comedies, even if conflicts in the world are passed from 
generation to generation. And in the ball games .. . 
F: Then you agree the news is stacked with bad .. . 
S: Hardly. I was just putting you on ... maybe. Of course 
there are always tragedies to report. They're the news 
which isn't new. There isn't a perfect world. Never was 
for you. Never will be for me. I learned that long ago 
in church. 
F: I hoped church would be good for you when I sent you. 
S: Actually, most news on TV is pretty innocuous. I often 
just watch the news on TV to see what's being left out 
of the news on TV. You know, like Sherlock Holmes on 
the late movie, I ask what's happening when the hounds 
aren't barking. 
F: You what? 
S: "Elementary, my dear Watson." Really disturbing news 
wouldn't pay. I mean news viewers might have to think 
about, square with their beliefs, and possibly do some-
thing about. Or, more likely, discover their powerless-
ness to do anything about it. That kind of news would 
lose ratings, sponsors . . . money. 
F: Are you still putting me on? 
S: Not really. TV news is a market with customers like 
much else. Like Joyce says in the Wake, "My consumers 
are they not my producers?" 
F: Never heard of her. 
S: Him, Dad. It doesn't matter. The point is audiences 
decide the news, too. 
F: Too? 
S: Well, owners of stations and networks help decide the 
news, too. They are very rich, or would be, so I wouldn' t 
expect, say, much steady, investigating reporting of the 
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abuses of the rich on the news. Or the politically power-
ful. Or the media themselves. Or ... 
F: Omigawd, you're a real walking paranoid, that's what 
you are! 
S: Possibly. But don' t let Mother know. She'll want to have 
my paranoids taken out or something. . 
F: Paranoids! That's your whole mucked-up generation. 
It's the tribal mark on your forehads, for cryingoutloudl 
S: Yeah, a regular third eye. But watch the news on TV 
yourself. There's usually enough sensationalism put in 
to make it interesting, and just enough assurance put in 
to make it comfortable. You know, keep it both light and 
dramatic, alternate strikes or demonstrations with press 
conferences, then give the anchor man something to 
chatter about. . . 
F: Then Agnew's right ... the news is biased ... 
S: Sure the news on TV is biased. The news is human. It's 
biased dozens of ways, big and small. Just compare the 
budgets for reporting the news with the budgets for com-
mercials for starters. Then there's lazy and cowed re-
porting. And staged demonstrations or - if you have 
money - staged press conferences. And there's· the limit 
a mass audience will watch without boredom. And the 
slant of TV toward spectacle. And the gathering monop-
olies of TV, radio, and the press in many cities. And 
original sin. And. . . 
F: Leave pastor out of this ... 
S: Maybe all I am saying is that TV news isn't biased as 
much as it is news prepared for people who really don't 
like news. Really, the world is admirably arranged for ... 
F: The Vice-President meant just plain liberal political 
bias, and you know it. 
S: Well, the evidence isn't with him. None of the major 
studies of the media as a whole in the last thirty years 
support him. In fact, most studies show the bias the other 
way. I haven' t seen his evidence, if he has any. 
F: Well, how about this printing of stolen government 
papers? Is that evidence? Stolen from the Pentagon, 
for cryingoutloudl Right from the heart of our govern-
ment. And ~here's a war on. . . 
S: Thanks for that news, Dad. The Pentagon may very 
well be the heart of our government. Certainly the 
source of the papers is as disturbing as the papers them-
selves. And as little as I've lived, that war's been on for 
as long as I can remember. I'm about burnt out of out-
rage on that front. I'm not even surprised somebody 
might have to steal for some of the truth about it. 
F: A thief is a thief. And the newspapers are no better than 
fences for stolen goods. That's about what Hamilton 
Burger said. 
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S: Warren Burger, Dad. He's our Chief Justice. Hamilton 
Burger is the district attorney who never wins on the 
Perry Mason re-runs. 
F: A natural enough slip. You don't have to be so unfor-
giving. Dammit, what good was church for you? 
S: Odd "theft," wouldn't you say? I suppose some stealth is 
needed to get at overclassified documents on the begin-
nings of our clandestine warfare. It takes a kind of shabby 
arrogance to seek truth these days. . . 
F: Two wrongs don't make a right. The press snitched ... 
S: But Dad, the "Pentagon Papers" helped give you a view 
of the workings of your government you have a right to 
know, and a need to know. And the documents hardly 
flatter anyone in the press Mr. Agnew would have you 
worry about. If anything, they show up how poorly the 
press has been doing its job for a long time. Did you 
read any of the accounts? 
F: No. I supposed it was all just some more bad news I 
could do without. What you don't know can't hurt you. 
S: Well, if nothing else a reading gives you an idea how the 
tnedia and the people were regarded as pieces to be 
moved . . . 
F: Look, kid. I don' t have time to read everything I need 
to read on my job. Who can read anything more after 
grinding out a day's work, I ask you? You'll understand 
if you ever take an honest job. 
S: Like Daniel Ellsberg's? Possibly an honest job is what-
ever an honest man does? 
F: I did watch the government going after him on TV. 
But he's one of those civil disobedience types and gave 
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himself up for trial. Funny, he doesn't look guilty ... 
S: That's the dramatic side of the news. TV news, I call it. 
But you see, Dad, that kind of news draws attention 
away from the more important news, which is always 
longer and more boring to tell. The criminality-or-not 
of Ellsberg is not as important as the documents he. . . 
F: Oh, I watched the government going after the news-
papers on TV, too. Right up to the Supreme Court. Of 
oourse those nine old men buckled under again. This 
time they gave the country away to a few newspapers. 
S: Well, I suppose we can only hope the newspapers pass it 
on to the people? Of course people would have to read . .. 
F: That reminds me that when I was a kid Mayor La Guar-
dia used to read the newspapers to us over the radio. 
S: Huh? 
F: Yeah, the papers would be closed by a strike and he 
would read "Little Orphan Annie" and "Dick Tracy" 
to us kids. That's when the news was good. 
S: You know, Dad, I think I just got a bead on the tribal 
mark of your generation. . . 
F: Hey, the time has gotten away from mel My late movie 
is already started. Want to watch it (Click.) It's a good 
one. I've seen it four times already. This'll be my fifth. 
S: No thanks, Dad. I'll just drink instead. 
F: It's John Wayne in The Sands of lwo Jima. I took you 
to it when you were a kid. 
S: No thanks, Dad. You go back and enjoy your war ... 
TV and fireflies flicker on the patio, 
as gtm/ire covers ice crackling in flattened tonic. 
Plumbing the Whirlwind 
NAMING THE WHIRLWIND: THE RE-
NEW AL OF GOD-LANGUAGE. By Lang-
don Gilkey . New York: Bobbs-Merrill. 1969 . 
RELIGION AND THE SCIENTIFIC FU-
TURE. By Langdon Gilkey. New York: 
- are the disciplined manifestation of a 
cultural happening. 
the awareness of the bankruptcy of old con-
ceptual schemes that the worth of new ton-
cepts can be fully appreciated and evaluated. 
Harper and Row . 1970 . 
What whirlwind? That seems to be the first 
question . Is there still something like the 
experience of transcendence in our secular-
izing world? Perhaps not, says Gilkey. Per-
haps God-language has no referent in a thing-
ified world . If such language is in fact mean-
ingless. then the ramifications for theologians , 
metaphysicians , and finally the church are 
many. Deprived of their object of inquiry 
and/ or worship they become as hollow brass 
or clanging cymbals (symbols?). 
There are some theologians who have 
drawn such conclusions. They have thought 
themselves right out of a job . Others have 
made a job out of delineating the contours 
of a God-less world . And there's nothing more 
enticing (or final ) than a close-out sale. 
These theologians -sometimes cal led "Death 
of God " theologians or "radical" theologians 
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Gilkey traces in the first part of the Whirl-
wind how we got to this situation and raises 
the question whether such a "sell-out" is not 
the prelude to complete bankruptcy . But 
whether bankruptcy or no, theologians like 
Altizer, Hamilton, and Van Buren have done 
us a service by following Bonhoeffer's lead 
in drawing the conclusions from the Barthian 
premises. The first step (Barth) was the 
separation of God completely from the world 
as the "Wholly Other." The second, shorter 
step was to proclaim his demise with the meta-
phor "God is dead." The radical theologians 
performed the service that honesty and con-
sequence requirP.s, and Gilkey is willing to 
thank them for it. His own intent, however , 
is to try to answer the question: "Where do 
we go from here?" 
The sub-title of the Whirlwind states his 
belief that the historical development he 
traces in Part I (this is not the unique part 
of the book . but it is a valuable overview) is 
not an evolutionary dead end. It is only in 
Certainly a case could be made for this 
view no matter which century one is talking 
about (including the first and sixteenth). 
It is for this reason, I think, that Gilkey ends 
Part I of Whirlwind with the comment that 
this "new situation" is "exhilarating." In 
brief. the death of God theologians have set 
the stage for a new scenario, new inquiry , 
and, hopefully, renewed God-language. 
Part II of Whir/win~ is not a developed 
systematic theology (more on this later) 
but some necessary prolegomena to a system 
of God-language. Given the situation of secu-
larity one must first develop a method for 
interpreting secular experience. Gilkey speaks 
of his contructive beginnings as "trying to 
conduct a hermeneutic of secular experience 
to see what religious dimensions there may be 
there , and so what usage and meaningfulness 
religious discourse has in ordinary life." 
(p. 234) 
The significant question to be asked here 
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is: Is there something characterizing secular-
ism today which makes it different from the 
secularism of the late 19th century? Are we 
doomed to simply repeat the errors of past 
history? Has the pendulum which swung from 
Ritschl to Barth returned to its original start-
ing point. If one turns to find God in secular 
experience. does one thereby turn one's back 
on God in Christ? Gilkey faces this question. 
which traditionally expressed is the question 
of the relationship between general revela-
tion and particular (Gilkey says "special") 
revelation. 
Regarding general revelation Gilkey asks: 
What are the epistemological criteria implied 
in a theology of radical secularity? His ap-
proach is an existential analysis of secular 
experience using Husserl's phenomenology 
and Heidegger's hermeneutic (perhaps Gil-
key's most significant source). And since it 
is God-language for which he is seeking just-
ification, he cannot avoid some serious (how 
serious might be questioned) grappling with 
linguistic analysis (especially Wittgenstein 
via Dallas High). Regarding language, 
Gilkey's primary concern is the "relation of 
linguistic symbols to felt experience." (p. 271) 
Religious language is language which thema-
tizes and communicates such felt experiences. 
It is particularly through his "ontic" (fol-
lowing Heidegger and not Nich, c:f. p. 275) 
analysis of existence. however. that Gilkey . 
sets the stage for uncovering "the sacral 
dimension in man's secular life." (p. 281) 
Gilkey delineates "four situations where this 
dimension of ultimacy appears in ordinary 
experience and so where this language is 
appropriately (and inescapably) used." 
(p. 297) The four situations are the exper-
iences of origins, limits , ambiguities, and 
hopes. They relate closely to the categories 
of contingency, relativity , temporality, ·and 
autonomy. which give the structural frame-
work for much of what Gilkey says both in 
Part I and Part II. 
The questions ansmg in experiences of 
the four situations are implied in existence 
and in attempting to give answers to them one 
experiences - both positively and negative-
ly - the hidden or forgotten dimension of 
ultimacy in human existence. Ontic analy-
sis highlights such experiences and shows 
them pointing beyond to an implied ontolo-
gical view of man and Being generally. 
Gilkey stresses the priority of the ontic over 
the ontological - the experiences over the 
philosophical explication of such experiences 
- as "providing the groundwork for theol-
ogy." (p. 307) 
As Gilkey concludes his ontic analysis , he 
reminds the reader that to speak of the ex-
perience of ultimacy in everyday experience 
"is not yet to speak of God as Christians are 
traditionally wont to do." (p. 416) Secular 
exj>erience is not the way to Christian dis-
course about God, for it can reveal as much 
Void as Ground, as much inconsistency as 
meaning. as much despair as hope. as much 
indifference as love. Here Gilkey would agree 
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with Barth (and disagree with the radical 
theologians?) that natural theology can never 
be equated with Christian theology. Why 
then all this talk about radical secularity if 
the way to God is not through the world? 
In the last fifty pages Gilkey attempts to 
clarify the relationship between general 
revelation and particular revelation by try-
ing to answer his own. now heavily loaded 
question : "How is a secular and yet a Chris-
tian theology possible?" The way in which 
he answers this question can be explicated 
with the help of two significant ideas. one 
from Tillich and one from Berger. 
The first idea is Tillich 's "method of cor-
relation ." The danger in such a method is 
that one correlates non-existential questions 
to already conceived answers. This , it seems 
to me. is the real danger in Tillich rather 
than (as is often thought) the danger of cor-
relating the answers to the questions -
which to be valid questions imply their own 
answers . Gilkey tries to avoid the Tillichian 
danger by distinguishing between the "ontic" 
and "ontological. " In his use of non-meta-
physical metaphysics in his analysis , Gilkey 
tries to tie into the Christian experience them-
selves rather than to the philosophical or theo-
logical truths about reality implied in such 
experiences. In doing so. he moves toward 
the second idea. 
Sedimented Signals of Transcendence 
The second idea is the codification of 
Christian experience in historic tradition . 
In A Rumor of Angels Berger speaks of a 
Christian eclecticism which, though not 
limited solely to the Christian tradition , 
looks back through history (here Berger means 
what Gilkey means by particular revelation ) 
at the " sedimented signals of transcendence" 
given us there . Such "sedimented signals ." 
as in the Christian symbols. are sourc~s for 
the illumination of our present experience of 
signals of transcendence. Gilkey says in a 
similar manner that Christian symbols and 
language thematize the religious experiences 
"given" in that tradition. Standing fully in 
the present (and that includes the experience 
of standing in the church ) one has the fre-
quency modulation necessary to tune into 
those sedimented signals of the tradition 
which highlight the Christian experience of 
reality . 
Gilkey would maintain that present exper-
ience of ultimacy ("understood secularity") 
provides the grounds for any philosophical 
elaboration of our tradition. It provides the 
"ultimate ground for thought." The category 
of particular revelation is, therefore, not 
contradicted but rather implied in that of 
general revelation. Particular revelation ex-
plicates (makes explicit) the experience of 
God in life, and secular experience verifies 
the explicit revelation. Gilkey's description 
of the dialectic between general and par.ti-
cular revelation as a dialectic of immanence 
and transcendence is misleading. The pres-
ent experience of radical secularity reveals 
most particularly (and generally?) symbols 
of the immanence of God. and the Christian 
experience of the Christian tradition reveals 
most particularly the symbols of the trans-
cendence of God. It is clear. however , that 
symbols from the Christian tradition would 
have no meaning. no applicability . without 
present experience. And without the symbols 
from the tradition our present secular exper-
ience would offer no ultimate hope. It is our 
tradition , says Gilkey . which finally lets-
us overcome our "metaphysical modesty ." 
In summary. Gilkey appears to be saying 
that ontic hermeneutics of secular experience 
provides no ultimate answers to human exis-
tence. but it is the necessary prelude to the 
hermeneutics of the Christian tradition which 
we receive and which can provide such ulti-
mate answers. These thoughts are certainly 
not new. and one might ask whether they do 
in fact, as intended . point the way to a sol-
vent future for Christian discourse about God 
or for religious discourse in general. 
Religion and the Scientrfic Future is a more 
precise and exciting. less discursive and repeti-
tious book attempting to realte the epistemolo-
gical heuristic of the Whirlwind to the long-
standing strife between science and theology . 
In the first chapter Gilkey traces the his-
torical development of the battle. beginning 
with the new . assertive independence of sci-
ence in the 19th century . He marks the battle 
through liberal theology to the "end " of the 
battle in nco-orthodox theology where the 
theological exile from the world of science 
became complete. Gilkey sees the change in 
the concept of religious truth made possible 
by modern science to be perhaps the most 
important one in all of church history. includ-
ing the process of Helleniza tion in the early 
church and that of de-Hellenization at the 
Reformation . 
The change in the understanding of reli-
gious truth which science has brought about 
is that it has successfully "divested belief 
and theological propositions alike of their 
ability to guarantee factual propo itions ." 
(p. 79) This can and should lead us to rethink 
the question of religious truth. its function 
and its meaning. The experience of the 19th 
and 20th centuries has shown us that the 
question is not well answered through an easy 
association of religious truth with scientific 
truth (God equals a symbol for the force of 
progress in history ) or with the separation of 
religious truth from scientific truth (Word of 
God versus autonomous culture). A hermen-
eutic of human experience must be sought 
in which Biblical religiou s truth and scien-
tific truth are united and the old warfare 
between science and religion put to an end . 
In this book. too. Gilkey's anti-Barthian 
bias is evident. In chapter 2 (cf. Whirlwind, 
Part II ) he attempts a hermeneutic of human 
experience to resolve the conflict in an anti-
Barthian way . Barth saw no possible conflict 
between theological statements and scien-
tific inquiry because he allowed no relation-
ship between the two. But Gilkey believes 
one must "enter into the innermost sanctum 
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of this secular cul tu re and find there the 
~rounbs and uses for re l i~ious discourse.' 
(p. 37) 
Gilkey's method for unearthin~ the dimen-
sion of ultim acy bea rs all the stren~th s and 
weaknesses of that method advanced in the 
Whin.vind. His arguments are difficult to 
refute . but the "animal faith" (as he says. 
quotin~ Santayana) tha t he comes up with 
seems distres ; in~ly individual and non-
communicable. Instead of "on tic" phenomen-
olo~y he here speaks of a "prethematic sense 
of prehen sion." (p. 58) In either case. one 
waits in vain .for him to spell out something 
beyond the ad mittedly attractive tautolo~y : 
"We know what we know." (p. 60) 
The Homing Pigeon Effect 
Having looked at the non-factuality of 
theolo~y throu~h the eyes of science (c hapter 
I ) and the dimension of ultimacy in science 
throu~h the eyes of theology (chapter 2). 
Gilkey introduces the concept of "myth" 
which becomes the focal idea for the fina l half 
of the book (chapte rs 3 and 4 ). As in the 
Whirlwind there is sort of a homin~ pi~eon 
effect here. O ne cannot keep the pigeon 
ca~ed up all his life: he would then have no 
message from the world . Gilkey realizes 
that no reflective theolo~ian (and there are 
no unreflective theolo~ians . si nce this would 
be a contradiction in terms) can refuse being 
pu shed out of the nest. He cannot win his 
wings without some soaring flight. 
Yet the homing pigeon must come home, 
that is. if he would not go hungry and if he 
would have some messa~e. It is finally the 
traditional religious mytholo~y which enables 
him to make ultimate sense out of his ex-
periences and resolve the conflict between 
science and theology. 
Gilkey tri es to clarify the relationships of 
the theologian to science (chapter 3) and to 
philosophy (chapter 4) in terms of conflict-
ing mytholo~ies . This makes the reader un-
comfortable. since to enter the inner sanctum 
of science would seem to demand more res-
pect. To overcome the conflict between sci-
ence and theology by comparative mythol-
ogy runs the risk of reducing the "enemy" 
to a convenient size, even to a "straw man." 
Gi lkey's description of the myth of human 
autonomy (central to the sc ientific world 
view) is a very one-dimensional understand-
ing of it. He blocks the way to "theonomy" 
(cf. Tillich) by deny in~ the reality of dialec-
tical interplay between autonomou s form and 
theonomous ~round . Autonomy knows no 
mystery and hence a ll autonomous activity. 
particu larly represented in technolo~y . is 
finally determined activity. Autonomy is 
unfreedom. Autonomy is Creedon for evil 
and not from evil. (p. 77) Power corrupts 
universally and human au tonom y (power) is 
universally corrupt. Hence the man in the 
white coat who embodies the myth of sal-
va tion throu~h autonomy becomes a spectre 
of terror. for the control of man through man 
has more promise of horror than of a scien-
tifically achieved utopia. 
Though what Gilkey says has undeniable 
truth and is ample warning for the necess ity 
of an ethically normed science. the gap he 
would overcome has been widened. To de-
stroy all belief in man with religion is a tradi-
tional theological ploy that has tended to 
alienate rather than to heal. Gilkey may be 
right in asserting that the contemporary 
myth of man is anthropocentric or gnostic 
rather than (as previously) cosmic or histor-
ical. But his one-dimensional understanding 
of ,I(Tlosis (spiritual knowledge) and arete 
(human self-fulfillment) do not really take 
seriously what is happening to some segments 
of science today. 
Philosophy (chapter 4) comes off a little 
better. Though non-mythical in intent, meta-
physics itself is a rarefied mythology. For 
since speculative philosophy in its search to 
uncover the universal structures of being 
must use experience-related (antic ) language. 
even the philosophical negation of philoso-
phical terms must employ mythical categories 
(Plato saw this clearly). ' 
Gilkey maintains that the ontological 
(philosophy) and myth-ontic (theology). 
the universal and the personal appear side 
by side throughout the scriptures. They are 
necessary correctives for one another - the 
one pointing to mytho-historical events. the 
other to eternal verities. Finally, however, 
for Christian discourse the mythical element 
is the more constant of the two. T he meta-
physical categories may change (as hand-
maidens often do). but the mythical narra-
tions remain constant. 
Toward the end of Religion and the Scien-
tific Future Gilkey lists major theologians 
who though combining. as they must, the 
ontological and antic elements in some bal-
ance, nevertheless allow either the ontolo-
gical or the antic element to predominate. 
The ontological tradition includes such names 
as Augustine, Thomas, Schleiermacher, and 
Tillich. The antic tradition includes Luther, 
Calvin. Ritschl , and Barth. Clearly Gilkey 
regards it to be the highest mark of theologi-
cal agility and awareness to balance between 
the antic and ontological (though my reading 
sees him leaning toward the antic side). 
Highly skilled balancing acts command 
admiration in the circus arena, but in the 
theological arena they come off sounding like 
eternal prolegomena. Gilkey qualifies the 
conditio.ns for doing systematic theology. 
but denies himself inclusion on the li sts he 
has constructed by failing himself to do 
systematic theology. And by basing his cri-
ticism of contemporary scientific culture on a 
flattened-out mythology of man, he sells 
human spirituality short and dull s the con-
structive point of contact between systematic 
theology and the world to which it must 
speak . 
KENNETH D. SCHEDLER 
The Painter Who Writes and the Writer Who Paints 
THE DUALITY OF . VISION: GENIUS 
AND VERSATILITY IN THE ARTS. By 
Walter Sorell. New York : The Bobbs-Merrill 
Company .. 1970. $1 5.00 
To point to a multiple-talented genius' 
awareness of painting and writing as distinct 
!iisciplines, Walter Sorell quotes Egon Schiele, 
"I am everything at all times ; but never would 
I do everything at the same time." This ju-
dicious reference suggests the significant 
3trengths and some of the weaknesses in a 
remarkable book. In it Mr. Sorell appears as 
historian, critic, and anthologist. His pre-
sence as anthologist of versatility dominates 
the study. 
In other words if in a specialist's age you 
find yourself sometimes weary of in-depth 
treatments of particular phases of a great 
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man's development, this book is for you, par-
ticularly if you are interested in the multi-
faceted versatility of the artist as a person. 
Mr. Sorell introduces us to the "many secon-
dary artistic outlets with the one craft the 
artist masters , from the playful doodle to the 
almost equal power of expression." 
Not that Mr. Sorell is not a specialist. 
Cresset readers have known him for some 
years as a discriminating and ambulating 
drama editor. What Cresset readers may not 
know is that Mr. Sorell, of the faculty of 
Columbia University and Barnard College, 
is himself a man of versatile gifts : translator 
(Erich Maria Remarque's Arch of Triumph , 
Herman Hesse's Steppenwol/) ; scholarly 
author (The Dance through the Ages; Hanya 
Holm, The Biography of an Artist; and to be 
published later this fall by Columbia Univer-
sity Press, The Dancer's Image) . He has also 
written a verse play, a modern morality play, 
and several TV plays. 
The book's horizon is spacious. Stressing 
what eighteenth century literati would have 
called "plenitude" or what Samuel T. Coler-
idge referred to as "multeity," Mr. Sorell fo-
cuses on the expressive "action driven Western 
artist, who believes· that, basically, progress 
means the destruction of tradition, and who 
individualizes personality and his own agres-
sively inventive genius." That is , all men are 
created unequal, only some are more unequal 
than others. In the case of the genius the 
differences seem to move from degree to 
differences in kind. 
Offering brief preliminary annotations on 
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the problem of versatility, the author dis-
tinguishes the creative artist from the intellec-
tual: if the intellectual has the capacity to 
"record and to retain impressions, exper-
iences, and facts," and to have them avail-
able at a creative moment's notice, the crea-
tive artist also has the ability "to form fluent-
ly new combinations of these elements and to 
formulate them in a new, unusual way, or to 
channel them into artistic visualizations." 
The creative genius moves through the world 
interested in the shape of things as well as the 
truth of things. 
The unequal man or woman also shares a 
unique past and present environment. Chan-
ces are strong that craft and art permeate his 
memory cells and his chemistry from grand-
parents to parents. Goethe, Paul Klee, and 
Peter Ustinov ar.e random examples of gep-
iuses from highly gifted families. Although 
we may never be able to tell it by looking at 
him - Thomas Mann reminded Mr. Sorell 
of his principal at his Gymnasium - the crea-
tive genius still appears to be driven by a 
divine demon. For describing the nature of 
that demon, the author calls on Mary Wig-
man, a dancer writing poetically about 
creativity : 
Creative ability belongs to the sphere 
of reality as much as to the realm of 
fantasy . And there are always two cur-
rents , two circles of tension, which mag-
netically attract one another, flash up 
and oscillate together until, completely 
attuned, they penetrate one another: on 
the one hand, the creative readiness 
which evokes the image; on the other 
hand, tll,e will to act whipped up to a 
point of obsession, that will which takes 
possession of the image and transforms 
its yet fleeting matter into malleable 
working substance in order to give it its 
final form in the crucible of molding. 
But if the demon drives from within, public 
approval plays a great part in the life of the 
artist because it "restores the very balance 
which creativeness may have disturbed." 
Describing rather than analyzing these crea-
tive elements, Mr. Sorell places the larger 
scope of his work before us in triptych form. 
The first panel stresses musicians and per-
forming artists who express or release their 
dynamic energies in various ways. From Rich-
. ard Wagner through Igor Stravinsky and Erik 
Satie to John Cage, musicians have been 
critics, writers , designers. Performing artists 
from Anna Pavlova to Vaslav Nijinsky, from 
Sarah Bernhardt to Enrico Caruso - dan-
cers, actors, singers - write, choreograph, 
paint, and sculpt. The point is that for most 
of them it is not so much a question of high 
artistic achievement as the realization of 
personal fulfillment. 
The book's second major panel treats the 
painter who writes. Here the author works 
more obviously as historian and critic, and 
he continues to paint in broad, bright strokes. 
Leonardo Da Vinci, Albrecht Duerer, Michel-
angelo, Vasari, and Cellini are the Renais-
sance men who set the demanding paradigms , 
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though each man's genius and versatility 
differed radically in expressive content. 
Notebooks, sonnets, letters , autobiography , 
criticism, or fantasy claim the interest of most 
of the painters considered here some of the 
time. Although Whistler had a wit to match 
Oscar Wilde's most of the time, his painting 
may have suffered from his having given him-
self to criticism too much of the time. Mu-
sician-painter Paul Klee also wrote poetry . 
Pablo Picasso and Oscar Kokoschka have 
written drama, Kokoschka's contribution a 
phenomenon according to the author because 
he was a "painter whose dramatic attempts 
anticipated in this century's opening gambit 
the writing trends of future decades." 
The Temptation to Versatility 
Mr. Sorell also takes up painters like Will-
iam Hogarth and Ben Shahn, who concen-
trated on recording the social scenes of their 
time as sensitive commentators and critics , 
annealing their art to the sufferings of men. 
And the author runs briskly through a long 
gamut of painters who write, from the ser-
iously devout sculptor Ernst Barlach , through 
the self-aggrandizing and posturing narcis-
sism of Salvador Dali, to the happy genius 
of Charlie Chaplin - Chaplin's vignette in-
cidentally graced by a volatile E. E. Cum-
mings line drawing of Chaplin. 
In this middle section the author's value 
judgments become more and more pronoun-
ced. Isolating the period from 1895-1945 as 
the fifty years leading to our new era, Mr. 
Sorell comments on the era as already marked 
by the dominance of the electronic, by the 
rise of the film as a new medium, and by 
understandable transformations in our un-
derstanding of versatility. The temptation 
to versatility is as great as ever. The problem, 
as always, is whether the level will be suffi-
ciently "high on which the multiple talent 
unfolds ." The neat thing about Mr. Sorell is 
that although he is obviously steeped in a 
continental European background , with 
loyalties and tastes shaped out of that back-
ground , he does not look jaundiced-eyed on 
the contemporary and recent. Though he 
chides those who have made a virtue out of 
the void, he remains critically open to the 
possible "poetry of our science," the ingenuity 
of our architecture, the rising prominence of 
the dance. 
The final portion of the book deals with 
the writer who paints. Again, the spectrum 
is vast, including the genius William Blake, 
an Olympian Goethe, Henrik Ibsen as draw-
er, August Strindberg and D. H. Lawrence as 
painters, Herman Hesse and Henry Miller 
as watercolorists, Franz Kafka as sketcher, 
Schiller, Jean Cocteau , and Mark Twain as 
decent doodlers , to mention a few. Especially 
interesting in this final section was Mr. 
Sorell's including the rise of the cartoon, with 
quick accents on Rudolph Toepffer and Wil-
helm Busch, and even quicker tributes to 
Edward Lear, Max Beerbohm, James Thur-
ber and others. 
Although he offc;rs a disclaimer, Mr. Sor-
ell's Duality of Vision approaches the pan-
oramic if not the encyclopedic. Because he 
deals with many geniuses in a work of large 
scope, he ordinarily gives us careful sum-
mary sketches of the particular artist. iso-
lates the particular kinds of versatility in the 
artist, quotes freely from the artist when ap-
propriate, and customarily gives an assenting 
nod of the head. In fact , part of the readers' 
delight is responding to Mr. Sorell's readiness 
to speak his mind and to reveal some of his 
feelings. 
For exam.ple, seeing in Marc Chagall's 
work a joyful "embrace of and submission to 
the Divine spirit," the author suggests that 
Chagall's work embodies "Chassidic dancing 
rhythm with which he tries to feel the omni-
presence of God rather than the spiritual 
heaviness of the Talmudic interpretations of 
the almighty will." Those readers still smart-
ing from the Lutheran Chun;h-Missouri 
Synod's problems in determing the binding 
nature of convention resolutions may look 
with dread on the potential talmudic weight 
of synodical resolutions and with longing for 
an artist like Chagall or a Luther who can 
stamp and dance and shout for joy at the exu-
berant freeing of the Gospel. Or, one does not 
quickly forget Mr. Sorell's reservations about 
the myth of speed in a technological age 
when he quotes Simone Wei!: it is immoral 
to reach a destination without having made a 
journey. 
Although Mr. Sorell does not try to do 
everything at the same time in this work, he 
does attempt very much. Because he does, he 
gives us a book about versatility rather than 
a study of how the performing artist or painter 
or writer's versatility in a second area may 
have pertinent bearing on his major creative 
work. At a fair number of points in reading I 
paused and wished that the author had 
probed a bit more into the formal relation-
ships among the arts . I found Mr. Sorell more 
provocative when he dealt with versatility 
in men like Alfred Kubin and Oscar Koko-
schka. In discussing these artists he probes 
more deeply the literary in the visual, the 
visual in the literary. At times I wished he 
would have narrowed the contours of his 
vision and given more attentive regard to 
specific artists. But then, Mr. Sorell is giving 
us a surface map rather than a mining chart. 
And the spacious perspective, giving us the 
lay of the land, offers the reader his own 
possibilities for tunneling. 
Although there is no really tight integra-
tion between textual commentary and visual 
illustration, the text is strikingly and freely 
illustrated with twenty-three color plates, over 
a hundred monochrome illustrations, and 
some twenty or more line drawings. Together 
with the liberal use of open space and easily 
readable bold-faced print, this handsomely 
designed text leaves the reader with a lively 
visual impact and with the distinct impres-
sion that this book is a tribute to the man who 
wrote it as well as to the men and women he 
writes about. WARREN RUBEL 
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By RICHARD CAEMMERER, JR. 
People ask me why I came all the way 
to Uganda to work. 
Why not Paris or Florence or New York 
Or Valparaiso? 
I ask myself sometimes too. 
Like the morning of the coup -
With maching-guns firing, recoilless rifles 
exploding, and tanks rumbling a few blocks away. 
I tum to my good wife and ask her: 
"What's a nice girl like you 
doing in a place like this?" 
Above: Richard Caemmerer, Jr. LUNAR JUDGMENT (detail) , 
1971. Casein. 20 x 30". 
Opposite Page: Richard Caemmerer, Jr. CRUCIFIXION. 1971 . 
Acrylic. 11 x 14". 
Mr. Caemmerer is associate professor of art at Valparaiso University. 
During the last academic year he took a leave of absence to pursue his 
art in Kampala, Uganda, in eastern Africa. 
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A year away to paint pictures. 
Away from classroom pressures, 
away from students with insoluble problems, 
away from having to apologize for "Christianity,'' 
away from marches on Wll;shington, just away. 
Uganda is about as far away as I could get 
without coming back the other way. 
Air so fresh it makes your stomache ache. 
Endless sky forever changing. Flowers and birds 
Jike jars of Day-glo spilling and rolling. 
Little scabby kids with bloated bellies 
and grey hair. Half the population 
with hands out. Deformities on the sidewalk 
that Bosch wouldn't believe. A hungry man 
swipes bananas and his hungry brothers 
gather round him and kick him to death. 
Cholera and starvation on the border 
and nothing to do -
because of "the political situation." 
A minister removed from his pulpit 
because he is from the wrong tribe. 
How can I make it clear to you 
that I have come from Valparaiso 
to paint pictures? 
Byzantium, Copts, and Caemmerer. 
For heaven's sake 
~hat ever happened to relevance? 
Come back and make the Gospel trendy 
because young folks are walking out 
and we've. got to get them back. 
Torture those ancient symbols, 
put the black next to the white 
and hang them on the same cross. 
Paint! Sure, paint! But make it useful. 
A year away to work in a medium thought by some 
to be at the end of its rope, in "post-history." 
This environment with its elementary pace 
makes no demands other than to work. 
Intentions come to the surface, unafraid. 
And in this foreign place 
the uselessness of the art becomes apparent. 
Oh, beautiful! 
In quiet celebrations 
non-utilitarian presences 
roll off my easel. 
Their only reason for being 
is that of becoming 





--------------------------------------By WALTER SORELL 
No one in his right theatrical mind can have any 
doubt about London's prominent place in the theatre 
world. The last Broadway season would have been very 
sad indeed had it not been for the plays imported from 
London. Viewing the plays here in London leaves one 
assured that there are enough of high calibre ready to 
rescue Broadway once more. 
It may seem pretentious to acclaim Harold Pinter's 
latest play, Old Times, as a masterpiece, but it is master-
fully conceived and written, and it was masterfully staged 
by the Royal Shakespeare Company. Pinter's las test 
adventure into the ambiguities of life seems to be his 
most daring and concise play so far. It is a play on man's 
imagination as if it were a play on words. Much is being 
said, but far more is being meant. Illusions are right 
next to the allusions, and everything is open to several 
interpretations. 
There are three characters: a man, his wife, and her 
friend whom they expect to visit them. This friend, 
however, is on stage all the time the husband and wife 
speak about her. Moreover, it may be misleading to speak 
of three characters, even though we see three. It could 
easily be that there are only two people, and the visit-
ing friend is only the alter ego of the wife. Or there 
may be only one character, the man whose imagination 
conjures up the other characters as his fancy pleases. 
The three characters talk a great deal in a clipped and 
cryptic way. They actually deliver speeches - one 
London critic counted the words of the friend's most 
important speech and came up with 241 words. Or are 
these speeches monologues jumping out of the man's 
imagination? The speeches are about everything, but 
they sound as if they are about nothing in particular. 
They are quite eloquent, funny and disturbing speeches 
about going to the movies, the ostentatious life of rich 
Sicilians, or about looking up a girl's skirt at a party. 
Behind all the speeches lurks fear and terror and the 
man's uncertainty about the Lesbian relationship or in-
clination of the two women. Old Times is one of the 
subtlest confrontations of the sexes. 
There is subtlety in every gesture - in the wife's 
strange passivity, in the brief outbursts of the husband, 
in John Bury's chessboard setting, and the direction 
of Peter Hall who moves his characters ingeniously. 
Colin Blakely gave the demoralized husband all the 
nuances of subdued terror. Dorothy Tutin's silence is 
as eloquent as Pinter's pauses; she opens the play with 
an enigmatic smile and ends it is a sphynxlike stare. 
Vivien Merchant never leaves the stage but also never 
appears really to be on it. She gives her presence a sin-
ister and fleeting shape; at the very last moment of the 
play she lies down as if dead on the husband's bed and 
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possibly symbolizes the end of his remembrance of things 
past. His tears in the last moments of the play seem to 
wash away the past - its hopes, doubts, and uncertain-
ties - and a new beginning may begin. 
Two new British playwrights whose works left a deep 
impression on my mind are David Mercer and David 
Hare. The former'sAfter Haggerty is a witty, whimsical 
satire, although not quite as savage and penetrating as 
his last play, Flint. Haggerty is an English revolutionary 
intellectual who has deserted his rich American wife 
after having made her a mother. She comes to London 
in the hope of finding him at his flat. Meanwhile, how-
ever, a young theatre critic has moved irito Haggerty's 
old flat and has had it redecorated by a flambouyant 
and seemingly latent homosexual. 
Without ever seeing him on stage, we learn of Hag-
gerty's struggle with the world and his despair-turned-
malice. The play centers upon three relationships: 
between the critic drowing his cynicism in alcohol and 
Hagerty's wife whose tough-mindedness hides great 
understanding and warmth for human failings; between 
the critic and his father, a despicable petit-bourgeois; 
and between the two homosexuals. If nothing else, Mer-
cer's After Haggerty proves that its author can put three-
dimensional characters on stage whom we can care 
about. -
The same can be said of David Hare's Slag. It is a fear-
fully funny comedy about three schoolteachers in an 
English boarding school and a biting satire on Women's 
Liberation. The first schoolteacher is a revolutionary, 
a self-sufficient female of no sex appeal whatsoever 
(Lynn Redgrave's performance is perfectly brassy). 
The second is a beautiful girl who is all body and desire 
(Barbara Ferris has the necessary physical credentials). 
The third is a masculine girl wavering between strength 
and submission (Anna Massey turns her role into a fully 
convincing mental strip-tease). Disarming frankness 
describes the dialogue which, strangely enough, is never 
vulgar, even though it is brutally idiomatic, fitting 
the despair and tongue of the new generation. The one 
nude scene is dramatically justified and as honest as 
the language. 
The love-hate relationship between these girls is full 
of twists and turn~: frustration dramatized to the hilt, 
doomed rebellion, and finally submissive acceptance 
of life in a lost world. I have chosen to report these three 
new plays in my first letter from abroad because - des-
pite their divergency in topic, approach, and dramatic 
flair - they have a common theme. They all present 
men and women rebelling against the chaos of their 




By JOHN STIUETELMEIEII 
Missouri at Milwaukee 
To many of my friends, the biggest event of this past 
summer was the convention in Milwaukee of The Luth-
eran Church-Missouri Synod. Old Missouri often 
sounds and sometimes seems like an anachronism, a 
bubble of the nineteenth century floating on the tur-
bulent waters of the twentieth, but those of us who love 
her or have loved her can never quite escape her spell. 
When she pulls herself together to shake herself to 
pieces in a national convention we can not help watch-
ing, fascinated even though at times disgusted. And 
sometimes we even dare to hope that there is still some 
life left in the old anachronism. 
Teaching duties prevented me from attending this 
year's convention, but I have not lacked for first-hand 
accounts of what went on. On certain points there has 
been unanimity of reportage : 1) Laymen participated 
in this convention to a greater degree than ever before; 
2) There are clear differences not only of opinion but 
of basic theology within the Church and there is less of 
a disposition than ever before to paper these differ-
ences over; 3) On several key issues, a majority of the 
delegates repudiated the leadership of the elected offi-
cials of the Church; 4) The days when the Missouri 
Synod was a kind of pleasant, familistic ghetto are over, 
probably forever ; 5) "Politicking" is now accepted 
pretty generally as one of the devices by which advo-
cates of one policy or another attempt to influence the 
mind of the Church; and 6) The big, decisive battl~ -
if there is to be one - still lies ahead. 
These things which I have heard and read about the 
Milwaukee convention make me guardedly optimistic 
about the future of the Missouri Synod. We seem to 
have jettisoned a considerable amount of sham and 
sentimentality. And if, for the time being, we are not 
capable of speaking gently to each other, we have at 
least come so far as to be able to speak bluntly. It is 
always nice, when one sits down to play, to know that 
all of the cards are on the 'table. We have perhaps pro-
gressed far enough in our dealings with one another 
within the Missouri Synod that at least we no longer 
stash aces up our sleeves for possible future use ad 
majorem Dei gloriam. 
To me, the most hopeful thing about the convention 
was the refusal of the Synod to withdraw the hand of 
fellowship which it had offered to other Lutherans at 
Denver. I had feared that this might actually happen, 
particularly because there seemed to be a plausible rea-
son for doing so in the decision of The American Luth-
eran Church to ordain women to the ministry. We are , 
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quite clearly, in disagreement on this issue; and for 
many Missouri Lutherans, including myself, the issue 
is not merely practical but doctrinal . I am happy, al-
though surprised, to find that the delegates were willing 
to say, in effect, that not every doctrinal difference is 
divisive of Christian fellowship. I would like to think 
that we shall move on from this reasonable and Chris-
tian position to seek new occasions for participating with 
other Christians in every kind of endeavor that does 
not compromise the integrity of our witness to the Gos-
pel. 
Change is always, of course, as much a process of 
dying as of being born. I am old enough to remember 
the Missouri Synod when it was still pretty much of a 
ghetto, and like many who were born in ghettoes I look 
back on my Missouri ghetto with a great deal of affec-
tion. I hope that we shall not lose everything that went 
to make Old Missouri the pleasant thing that she was, 
or at least could be if you did not cross her. (If you 
crossed her you were quite literally "an heathen man 
and a publican" whom she consigned to outer dark-
ness.) But denominations, like individuals, are called 
at critical moments of their lives to sell all that they 
have and take up the cross of discipleship. This has 
been the call which Missouri for perhaps two decades 
has been hearing, and resisting, and which now with 
much misgiving and indeed in fear of her very life she 
is beginning to answer. 
One other thing needs to be said - a painful thing 
because it involves personalities who, according to 
their best lights, are serving the Church with all of the 
dedication that any man could be asked to bring to the 
task. The elections in Denver in 1969 were an aberration 
which the Church regretted almost before that conven-
tion was over. I am enough of a politician and, I hope, 
enough of a churchman that I am willing to support the 
chosen leaders of my Church in their difficult tasks so 
long as they hold a mandate from the Church. It seems 
to me that that mandate was, at the very least, badly 
tarnished at Milwaukee. The Church is looking for a 
leadership which it does not have among the incum-
bents and which it has not yet spotted anywhere else 
within its clergy. One of the tasks of the next two years 
will be to seek out leadership which can rally us around 
those good and true and lasting things that give us 
whatever measure of l.lllity we actually enjoy. I have no 
candidates to nominate, but I do not think that we can 
go on indefinitely under the leadership of men who 
have come to be symbols of our dividedness. 
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The Pilgrim 
Death - Be Not Proud 
Twenty years ago the University physician and I 
were standing beside the bedside of a student who was 
dying of cancer .. .. The nurse had told us that the pa-
tient had only a few minutes to live .... I tried once 
more to break through the wall of morphine and pain, 
to say the magnificent old words which the waiting 
church whispers to her children as they pass from her 
waiting to her triumph .... Words which we must al-
ways say to the dying because again and again we have 
seen a moment of light and hearing in the dying at the 
very end .... 
"Go forth Christian soul from this world . .. . In the 
name of God the Father who created you ; in the name of 
Jesus Christ who suffered for you; in the name of the 
Holy Spirit, poured out upon you .... Angels lead you 
into Paradise and at your coming may the martyrs re-
ceive you and take you to the Holy City Jerusalem .... 
May all the choirs of angels welcome you, and may you 
with Lazarus, once poor, have everlasting rest ... . De-
part in peace!". . . . 
I raised my head and turned to the doctor at my side 
.... To my surprise there were tears in his eyes . . . . 
Now, preachers and doctors are not supposed to cry, 
especially not at the death-beds or' the young, where 
all the resources of theology and medicine must be 
marshaled .... Quietly the doctor said: "This time I am 
not ashamed of my tears; they are not what you think. 
They are tears of anger over our stupidity. This whole 
thing is so senseless, the dying of the young from a 
disease which we shall lick one of these days. It makes 
no sense, though I suppose you will try again to make 
sense out of it. If you find any meaning in this death, 
let me know." . ... 
Anyone who lives in an academic community is aware 
of the fact that, humanly speaking, there is no greater 
tragedy than the death of the young ... . It is the worst 
time to die ... . The one who is dead had passed through 
childhood and adolescence, nurtured by good parents 
.... Life was open and beautiful and fair. . . .Hopes 
were beginning to become realities .... Then comes the 
end, seemingly so cruel, so stupid, so senseless. . . . 
Is there anything else to note here? .... It probably 
includes the death of children in Vietnam and Laos, 
Pakistan and the Middle East, and the seeming king-
ship of death over our common humanity .... Perhaps 
I should finish this memory by remembering that some 
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By 0. P. KRETZMANN 
" All the lntm bets sounded (or him 011 thr nlhrr side" 
Ptl.C.Rtl\l"s PRoGRESS 
months later the same doctor and I were together at 
dawn on Easter Sunday with one other friend in a little 
house in the country .. .. 
As the sun rose over the eastern hills we talked about 
all the things that matter when nothing else matters .. .. 
The great monosyllables of life worn to a single syllable 
because they have been on human lips since the begin-
ning of time . ... Life-Death-God-Time-Fear-Love-Hope-
Joy .. . . Suddenly the doctor referred to our experience 
in the hospital a few months earlier . . .. "Do you want 
to talk about that?" .. . . 
"Well," I said, "from your point of view I really 
haven't much to talk about: All I have is a cross, a dead 
man - also young, a grave, a stone, then a grave with 
no body in it, some wild rumors started by hysterical 
women, and then - I know you won't believe this -
the royal command of a King: 'Put your hands in my 
wounds, see my hands, it is I.' " .. . . 
"All this," I continued, "is really not very much to 
put up against your close knowledge of death, but it is 
everything I have." My friend looked out of the window 
for a long time ... . Then he turned and said: "Maybe it 
is enough, maybe it is really enough" . .. . 
And that's really all that I have when I think about 
the dead .... It was enough for the philosopher trained 
at the University of Tarsus .... He took one hard look 
and wrote : "0, death where is thy sting; 0, grave where 
is thy victory?" .... And then he spelled it out: "Thanks 
be to God who has given us the victory through our 
Lord Jesus Christ." .... And so our momentary fare-
wells, which come to us so regularly and tragically in 
life must always end on the note of defiance of John 
Donne: "One short sleep past we wake eternally/ And 
death shall be no more; Death, thou shalt die." .... 
This is the heavensent defiance which I need in these 
days of decay and despair .... We speak these words with 
suspicious wetness in our eyes because we know that 
this defiant note comes from another world .. . . We leave 
this world to its loneliness and will not play its vaude-
ville act of waiting for the inevitable end .... For this 
world which does not know this heavensent defiance, 
hope and joy are absent and silent. ... It becomes bitter-
ly aware of the halting answers which man without God 
can only fearfully give to the ultimate questions of life 
and death ... . 
What we saw in that hospital several decades ago was 
no more and no less than the gentle falling of evening -
as momentary as that. ... 
The Cresset 
